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Preface
This treatise is based upon six weeks of regular
listening in July and August 1948 to all the dramatic
serials offered by the two radio networks v/hich broadcast
them -- the National Broadcasting Company and the Columbia
Broadcasting System, In addition, a number of the many
books and articles dealing with the subject have been con-
sulted and are listed in the bibliography.
The purpose of this study is not m.erely to
criticize the radio serial and expose its many dramatic
idiosyncracies and inadequacies. Instead, an attempt has
been made to listen to these programs with complete object-
ivity in order to determine which characteristics of the
serial are essential and which ones can be eliminated or
improved upon.
This analysis is not intended to be solely
academic. Its ultimate objective is the formulation and
development of a radio serial which will introduce several
fundamental departures from the traditional norm among
these programs and still incorporate those features which,
according to the observations and conclusions arrived at in
the analysis, are deemed essential. This proposed serial
v;ill, by necessity, be a compromise between the artistic
ideal in radio drama and the existent form which has been
developed and modified through years of practical experi-
mentation to meet the needs of the medium, its listeners.
and its advertisers
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In the summer of 1948, radio serials were
The Listening broadcast over the networks of the National
Broadcasting Company and the Columbia Broad-
casting System from 10:30 A. M. until 6:00 P.M. (hew York
|
time). These programs totaled 35--20 on BBC and 15 on CBS, i
i’here were really only 33 individual programs because two
occurred on both networks at different times. Before noon,
BBC offered five serials from 10:30 until 12:00 with the
only break being from 11:30 to 11:45. This 15-minute period
incidentally, was the only timie during which either one or
the other of the two networks was not broadcasting a radio
serial, CBS presented only one serial before noon—at 11:45*
In the afternoon, there was a transcribed dramatic show on
the Boston BBC affiliate at 1:45 and then, from 2:30 until
6:00 serials were broadcast continually. On CBS, the broad-
casting of serials lasted from noon until 300, Consequent-
ly, at 11:45, 1:45, and from 2:30 until 3:30, both networks
offered dramatic serials.
As can be readily determined froni the above
statistics, the average serial addict, in July and August
1948, was not hard put to find daytimie radio entertainment,
Por a total of an hour and a half, she (it is commonly as-
sumed that the average serial listener is a housewife) even
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had two programs between which to choose. The two oldest
and most successful networks, liBC and CBS, have made the
dramatic serial the predominant feature of their daytime
programming; and this situation has evolved after almost
twenty“five years of program experimentation and development*
xtegardless of the criticism directed at the serial, then,
it has proved itself an integral and indispensable (at least,
as far as IIBC and CBS are concerned) part of network pro-
gramming.
With this fact in mind, I decided to listen
|
to every single one of these serials as regularly as I could
for a period of at least six weeks. The time limit was
j
arbitrary, but as I later learned, unimportant. The plot
of the typical serial progresses according to its own needs,
and days and weeks, such as most of us know them, are ir-
|
relevant, Faithful listening, I discovered, however, was
important because it is the transition from one program to
the next which is the most vital element of the serial,
j
The greatest obstacle in trying to listen
to all of these programs day after day was the fact that
for an hour and a half during the day (as I have already
mentioned) both CBS and BBC broadcasted serials simultane-
ously, Fortunately, two of these programs which had con-
flicts, This Is Bora Brake and jfe Perkins
,
were both aired
at other times when there was no conflict® With the other
four spots, I alternated and twirled the dial back and forth
i
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between the eight programs involved as best I could.
My reason for wanting to listen to all the
serials presented over the tv\fo networks was twofold. I’irst,
I hoped to have as many examples as possible to substantiate
and illustrate any conclusions I reached; and also, I wished
to be able to write authoritatively about all the serials
offered on a nation-wide network and determine the range
and variety they represented, I'ar too much criticism is
made of radio which is based on too little actual knowledge
of the m.edium and its program.s. In auditing all the radio
serials, I hoped to be able to avoid sweeping generaliza- *
1
tions which overlooked significant exceptions.
The first fact I learned about radio serials
The Programs after several days of listening to them was
that they are far from being all the same.
Although it is tine that the majority of them have certain
unmistakable characteristics of artificial melodrama and
frustrated romance which have earned for the radio serial
the name of "soap opera", there are those which contain
humor and attempt to portray life in a realistic manner.
Even in those serials which can be immediately identified
as "typical", there are episodes or scenes during the
course of a six weeks period when the taision relaxes and
the writer peimits his characters to be normal--if only
momentarily. The variety represented by these programs is
Jl*
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so apparent, in fact, that I do not believe that any genera-
lizations other than their being broadcast five times a
week for something less than fifteen minutes can be made
about all radio serials.
The typical radio serial or what is generalljy
II
thought of as a "soap opera" (because most of them are
I
sponsored by soap and cleaning material manufacturers) has
one glaringly predominant feature— the persistence of tragedy
and romantic discord in the lives of its characters. Any
critical listener to the raaio serial cannot help but be
impressed immediately by this peculiarity, and most of the
daytime dramas—not all—do have it. In the kay 29, 1948
edition of the New Yorker Magazine in the second installmenti
of his articles on the daytime radio serial, James Thurber
ii
gave the following general definition: . . i|
I
".
. .a soap opera is an endless sequence '!
of narratives whose only cohesive element is
j
the eternal presence of its bedevilled and
deleaguered principal characters ..."
Lazarsfeld and Stanton, who are profession-
al experts in the field of radio research and analysis, havej
also noted the prevalence of tragedy in the radio serials.
According to them, "The plots (of the average radio serial)
are uninterrupted series of catastrophes which are supposed
to fonn hiiman life."^ They also commented that "character-
ization is crude and oversimplified." This superficiality
of character portrayal is the other conspicuous element in
the typical soap opera.
1, Lazarsfeld and Stanton, .Radio Research 1942-3, New York,
1944
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Character "typing" and constant trouble have
not crept into the radio serials by chance. Experience in
writing and producing serials has taught the advertising
agencies and the networks that the dramas which unerringly
adhered to these two principles were the most popular and
attracted the largest listening audiences. Two advertising-
people, Prank and Anne Kummert, were quick to recognize and
exploit the average American housewife’s wealmess for
serials which constantly stimulated her emotions and per-
mitted her to identify immediately which characters were
"good" and which were "bad." The Hummerts produce and
supervise nearly half of the radio serials which can be
classified as typical soap operas.
The tragedy serial with its typed char-
acters is primarily responsible for the derogatory connota-
tion of the tezm, "soap opera". The Hummerts' success
formula has caused most authorities to classify the radio
serial with piilp literature and grade "Z
"
gangster movies,
Waldo Abbot explained the popularity of the typical soap
opera as follov\fs:
"Radio serials are the etheric counter-
part of the pulp literature which burdens
the newstands, and the devotees want to
know in advance that everything is going to
come out all right for their favorite char-
acters, They like to identify promptly the
hero, the heroine, and the villain; they
want the proper people to triumph and the
wrong ones to get their comeuppance,
. ,
,"2
2, V/aldo Abbot, Handbook of Broadcasting
.
New York, 1941,
p. 129.
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Portunately, all radio serials are not typical
soap operas o Soap operas have little if any humor; yet,
Lorenzo Jones (NBC, 4i30 EDT) which, paradoxically enough,
was originated and is produced under the supervision of
Pranh: and Anne Hummert,is a serial based almost entirely on
humorous incidents and characters# Claudia (liTBC, 1:45 in
Boston), based on the novel by Hose Pranhen, is a trans-
cribed program and presented by the Coca Cola Company—not
a conventional sponsor for radio serials- -but is refreshing-
ly comic rather than tragic# I shall discuss these humorous
serials in more detail later#
Hilltop House (CBS, 3:15 EBT) is a marked
exception to the soap opera formula in several ways# This
serial, whose title is the name of an orphanage, seriously
attempts to suggest psychological methods in the dealing witj)i
children to its listeners# Its characters have more depth
than those of the average serial, and its dialogue is less
emotional and shows a greater awareness of the balance be-
tween impulse and restraint in most human beings than is
found in the average soap opera# Ironically, Hilltop
House
,
which is written by Addy Hichton and Lynn Stone,
has no sponsor# This very fact is an additional asset for
the program because, without a sponsor’s lengthy commercials
each unit is a more satisfying whole because of the extra
time available# '//hatever its true motives, the Co!J.umbia
Broadcasting System must be comm.ended for offering Hilltop

House to serial listeners as a sustaining program. It may
be one answer to the insistent demand on the part of serial .
critics for programs which will "elevate the public’s taste"-l
if such a phenomenon is possible.
Another unique radio serial is Light of the
vforld (NBC, 2:45) which presents dramatizations of Biblical
;
stories. During the six weeks period I listened to the
i'
program, the story of Samson was being told and continued
j|
on into September—as I later discovered. The language used||
!
in this serial is plain everyday English and the dialogue isij
i|
simple and direct. The program is solemnized by an actual
,
Biblical quotation at the beginning of each episode v\hich
is read b5'' a sonorous man’ s voice speaking into a micro-
phone with a special echo effect. The following them is als
reiterated at the start of every program:
"... presented (the stories from
the Bible ) as a living human monument to
man’s faith in the word of God . . .
reverently portrayed ..."
At the end of each program the announcer also states that
the program is prepared and written under the supervision
of leading biblical authorities.
The most startling fact about Light of the
World is the imagination of the writer or writers (their
names are not given over the air) which enables them to ex-
pand three pages of narrative in the Bible into months of
serial installments and dialogue. V/hoever the Biblical
authorities may be who are supervising the production, they
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are definitely very liberal in regard to interpretation.
Although the story of Samson, particularly the scene in the
temple of the Philistines, is one of the most dramatic in
the Old Testament, I feel that Light of the World is doing
it justice. At least, the serial manages to avoid the more
disturbing aspects so inherent in the soap opera.
Two less distinct exceptions to the conven-
tional standard in serials are Perry Lason (CBS, 2:15 ELT)
and Pront Page Parrell (NBC, 5^45 ELT). These two serials
bear a closer resemblance to the half hour evening mystery
shows, which have a carry-over of the central characters
from oneprogram to the next, than they do to the soap opera©
The main reason for this discrepancy is that both Perry
Mason and Pront Page Parrell practically ignore romantic
complications and concentrate on murder melodrama. Perry
L^son, a character originated in the mystery novels by
|
-L^^rle Stanley Gardner, is a crime crusading lav-vyer, David
Parrell is a crack newspaper reporter who is constantly
becoming involved in murders and such, thereby gaining
excellent information for stories. It is interesting to
note that Pront Page Parrell was originated and is produced
and directed by Prank and Anne Hummert--it and Lorengo
Jones being the only deviations from the Hummert success-
formula for radio serials.
In addition to variations in subject matter
and quality, radio serials have very definite distinctions

in dramatic form and structure , -i^ven a few of the typical
soap operas avoid the trying difficulty of prolonging a
main plot-line and interwoven subsidiary plots over a perioji
of two months or more by using independent plots v^lth fresh
characters every two weeks or so.
Aunt Jenny (CBS, 12:15 BBT) is a program
which closely adheres to the simple characterizations and
romantic discords of the usual soap opera, but its dramatic
set-up is different from all the other serials. The scene
for the program always starts in Aunt Jenny’ s kitchen.
This motherly woman is portrayed as the narrator of the
stories which rarely last longer than two vjeeks of broad-
casts. The announcer acts as interlocutor and listener.
His primary function in relation to the dramatizations is to
help build up interest and suspense at the beginning and end
of each broadcast. He also states that "real names are never!
used in Aunt Jenny’s real life stories."
There appear to be two main advantages to
this type of program. Hirst, the listener is not compelled
to tune in on the program indefinitely in order to hear the
conclusion of the story. This feature is probably intended
to attract women who lose patience with the other serials
which drag on interminably. The second advantage is that
the sponsor’s product. Spry shortening, is very conveniently!
worked into the setting of the kitchen and the dialogue of
Aunt Jenny. She and the announcer prattle on gaily about

the virtues of Spry for a few minutes and then move very
easily on to the dramatization.
Aunt Jenny , incidentally, was the only day-
time serial being sponsored by Lever Bros, Company during
the summer of 1948. Considering the amount of advertising
done on the radio by this concern, particularly in the eve-
ning, and the peculiar adaptability of the serial for its
type of products (soap, cosmetics, etc,), this lack of in- <
terest or faith in the serial on the part of Lever Bros,
may be very significant. Their big competitor in the soap
business, Procter and G-amble, on the other hand, was the
leader in sponsoring serials during the summer of 1948 with
a total of twelve programs. It would be interesting to
learn, if such were possible, which company was getting a
larger return for each dollar spent on radio advertising.
The dramatic daytime serial may be losing out because starijj-
ing in the fall of 1948, Procter and Gamble was putting
greater emphasis on high-budget evening shows than they
ever had before, A good example of this change in policy
was the taking over by Procter and Gamble of Hed Skelton*
s
program.
Joyce Jordan, Mo D, (NBC, 10:45 BDT) is a
typical soap opera sponsored by Procter and Gamble with one
essential difference—during the summer of 1948, at least,
the main character, Joyce Jordan, served as the only transi-
tion from one independent plot to the next. There were two
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separate stories during the period I listened to the program®
They both involved a young v/oman’s coming to see Joyce Jordan,
a woman physician, and seeking her advice and help concerning
a personal problem. Both stories were told in flashbacks,
by means of dramatization, until they were brought up to the
j
present, I did not hear the completion of the second story;
;
i
but in the first, which was the case of a beautiful young I
woman whose loving husband had suddenly turned against her,
Joyce Jordan intermediated to bring about a clarification
of the trouble and a reconciliation between husband and wife,
The first story lasted for seventeen programs. The transi-
tion was made to the next plot when Joyce Jordan returned to'
her office, after a satisfactory conclusion to the first
plot, and found a weeping young woman waiting for her. This ,
young woman was also having romantic problems (marital)
j
which she hoped Dr, Jordan would be able to help her with,
|
This serial, like a majority of the others,
|
I
has a theme or maxim associated with it which is recited at
the beginning of every program by either the annoimcer or a
main character. In the case of Joyce Jordan, L.I), , this
theme is spoken by Joyce Jordan to the accompaniment of the
|
i
organ which gives a sober background to her voice. This ’
axiom holds the key to the general pattern of the program.
It goes as follows:
"The sick in body I try to heal, the ,
sick in soul I try to comfort; for to
everyone- -rich and poor--a doctor's hand
is a helping hand."
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By repeating this statement at the beginningl
of every program, Joyce can be sure of giving her listeners ^
a general idea of what the serial is all about. They soon
learn that, instead of being a physician, she is a sort of
marriage counselor or, at the best, a psychiatrist special-
izing in marital maladjustments, "The sick in soul" she
tries to comfort, for "to everyone- -rich or poor (mostly
rich the summer of 1948)" Joyce's hand is a helping hand.
It is the emphasis on the hum.anitarian role played by Joyce
;
Jordan which gives this serial its unity,
j
Front Page Parrell (BBC, 5:45 FDT) is a !
Hummert serial which is similar to Joyce Jordan. in
|
dramatic structure. The two central characters, David and
|
ji
Sally Farrell, are the only connecting link between the in- |'
dependent plots which are knovai as cases, Durirg the periodjl
I listened, there were two such "cases"-- that of "The Ij
Pellets of Death" and "The Vanishing Victim", These titles
are sufficient to identify this serial as the murder-mystery
type, which I described it as before.
Perry j^^ason
,
the other mystery program
airiong daytime serials, has a much more prolonged plot than
Front Pa^e Farrell, While I listened, the case on hand was
that of Mary McKean and her baby which had been fraudulently
taken from her. Perry I^Iason, a lawyer, was trying to get
proof of the fraud so that he could have Mary's baby re-
turned to her. In the course of his investigation, he un-
i
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covered a murder and one complication after another proceed-
I,
ed to set ih# ViHien I last listened, Perry l^iason was no ‘
nearer a settlement of the case than when I first tuned in
on the program almost two months earlier.
Although the clients and their particular
cases in Perry I^lason must constitute separate plots, each of;
these dramatic units must last over three or four months
time, at least. In regard to I^iary McKean’s baby and how
|
she was forced to surrender its custody to Elizabeth Wren
!
is concerned, even two months of listening was not enough to
enable me to understand the factors which had brought about
|
this situation. This ambiguity is perhaps the best justifi-|i
!|
cation I can think of for the synopsis and plot explanation tj
!i
usually given before each installment in the typical serial. |i
ii
Light of the vYorld is, of course, not a |!
!
continuous serial. Although the story of Samson lasted as ji
long as m.y listening period and well beyond it, its con- i
i
elusion would necessitate a new and distinct plot and set
i
of characters.
Wendy Wenren and the Kevjs (CBS, 12:00 EDT)
is a rather clever compromise between a news broadcast and
a dramatic serial; in fact, it is a combination of the two.
The only one of its kind on the air, this program, sponsored
by Iv-axwell House Coffee, includes the character of Wendy
Warren in a brief noontime newscast and then transposes her
into her part as a leading figure in a very typical soap

opera.o Wendy gives the news with two other announcers,
Vi/hen the news is over, there is a sound effects click,
Wendy says good-bye and leaves the "studio”. The listener
follows her right out of the studio and into her many ro-
mantic entanglements with a novelist lover, an estranged
husband, and a homicidal maniac.
The correlation of the two parts of this
program is so closely maintSiined that when 7/endy disappeared
in the serial, she did not take part in the news broadcast,
|
The announcers carried on without her but not without lamentjj*
ing her sad fate and debating its outcome. This synthesis
I
of two entirely different programs is obviously an un-
equivocal concession on the part of Ivlaxwell House Coffee’s
makers to the demands of the serial addicts. They seem to
feel that even the fifteen-minute period at noontime must
not be monopolized by news and the weather to the complete
exclusion of the radio serial, Wendy Warren and the Hews
,
consequently, is the unique and, for me at least, startling
result.
The predominant structiiral type among radio
serials is, of course, the continuous soap opera. This is
the serial form which tries to imitate life in one respect--
it goes on and on from birth to death. There is no begin-
ning nor end to a continuous serial. As long as the pro-
gram is on the air, its characters stiruggle endlessly and
ceaselessly through the tragic situations the writer has
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created for them* Unlike most short stories and many plays,
movies, and novels, there is no happy ending in the soap
opera because the writer cannot bring it to a conclusion*
If he ever should, he would be out of a job* Consequently,
the dramatic effect of the typical serial 'is achieved through
sub-plots which make up the v±iole story* These sub-plots
usually overlap and include the same principal characters
so that the main story, which is actually the lief of these
principal characters, will have sonie semblance of unity*
j;
Other than this overlapping of sub-plots, the continuous
|;
serial is little different than the Joyce Jordan type.
Instead of marking the sub-plots off as "cases" as in
|
Joyce Jordan or Pront Paa:e Parrell , the continuous serial
writer merely interweaves them into the lives of his
central characters. This is the essential distinguishing
factor in the structure of the typical continuous serial.
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PART TvVO
THE AVRRAGP SRRIAL
The average or typical serial, as I have
already mentioned, is called a soap opera and follov'fs a very
rigid pattern in plot, structure, and characterization* Of
the thirty-three serials broadcast on CBS and HBC during thei
summer of 1948, all but seven, in my opinion, can be classi-
fied as soap operas* The other twenty-six are so standard-
ized that in analyzing all of the programs, I was surprised
at how many characteristics they have in common* Even those
serials which are independently written (that is, not pro-
duced by the Hummerts or written by Elaine Carrington) have
a very marked similarity* In the case of the Huimnert
serials (which I was able to identify as eleven although
James Thurber found thirteen when he listened), the uni-
formity of nine of them is so pronounced that they remind
one of automobiles coming off an assembly line*
Por reference, I am listing all of the
serials broadcast on NBC and CBS in the summer of 1948 to-
gether with their sponsors and writers. Those preceded by
an asterisk (*) are serials I consider to be typical soap
operas* In addition, the Hummert productions are marked
with an and Elaine Carrington* s serials with a ”C”,
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NBC
10:30
10:45
* 11:00
11:15
H 11:45
1:45
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
C * 3:30
« 3:45
H * 4:00
H « 4115
H 4:30
H « 4:45
C « 5:00
5:15
H « 5:30
SBRIAL
Road of Life
Joyce Jordan M.D,
This is Nora Drake
SPQLSOR
Procter & Gamble
(Duz
)
Procter & Gamble
(Dreft)
Toni Permanent
We Love and Leazn
Lora Lawton
Claudia
Today* s Children
Light of the World
Ivjanhattan Soap Coo
(Sweetheart Soap)
B.T, Babbit Co,
(Bab-o)
Coca Cola Co,
General Mills
( 1/Vheaties
)
General Mils
Life Can be Beautiful Procter & Gamble
Ma Perkins
Pepper Young *s
Pamily
Right to Happiness
Backstage Wife
Stella Dallas
Lorenzo Jones
Young Widder Brown
V/hen a Girl liarries
Portia Paces Life
Just Plain Bill
(Spic and Span)
Procter & Gamble
( Oxydol)
Procter & Gamble
(Camay)
Procter & Gamble
(Ivory Soap)
Sterling Drug Co,
(Dr. Lyons tooth-
paste)
Sterling Drug Co,
(Phillips Milk of
Magnesia)
Sterling Drug Co,
(Bayer Aspirin)
Sterling Drug Co,
General Poods
General Poods
Whitehall Pharma-
oal (Anacin)
WRITER
Howard Teichman
Mrgaret Sangster
Milton Lewis
Lillian Spinner
Elizabeth Todd
Rose Pranken-originat,
Iv;yma Starr-adaptel*
Caryl Coleman
,
K, & Ao Seymour
Carl Dixby and
'
Don Becker i
Orrin Tovrov .!
ii
I
I
Elaine Carrington
John Mo Young
Ruth Borden
Anne Hummert
Theodore & Mthilc e
Parrell
Elizabeth Todd
Elaine Carrington
Mona Kent
Jack Kelsey
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me SBRIAl SPONSOR Y®ITER
H 5:45 Pront Page Parrell Whitehall Pharma- Noel Gerson i
cal (Kol3rnos)
1
1
CBS SERIAL SPONSOR viTRITER
j
C 11:45 Rosemary Procter & Gamble Elaine CarringtonL
1
(Ivory Snow)
: 12:00 Wendy Warren General Poods
(Iv^axwell House)
Prank Provo
12:15 Aunt Jenny Lever Bros,
(Spry Shortening)
Various Writers
H * 12:30 Helen Trent Vi/hitehall Pharm<» Martha Alexander
(Kolynos
)
H * 12:45
1
Our Gal Sunday Vfliitehall Pharrn^ Jean Carroll
( Anacin)
« 1:00 Big Sister Procter & Gamble Julian Punt and
(Ivory Soap) Robert Newman
1:15 ¥ia Perkins Procter & Gamble Orrin Tovrov
(Oxydol)
1:30 Young Dr. I\5alone Procter & Gamble David Driscoll
(Grisco
l:-45 The Guiding Light Procter & Gamble Ima Phillips
(Buz
)
2:00 Second Ldrs, Burton General Poods Priscilla Kent
2:15 Perry Mason Procter & Gamble Erie Stanley
(Ivory Plaices Gardner—originator
1
and Camay) Irving Vendig
— :
adapter
*5c 2:30 This is Nora Brake Toni Permanent Milton Lewis !
1
H ^ 2:45 Evelyn Winters Manhattan Soap Co,
(Sv/eetheart Soap)
Peggy Blake
,
H ^ 3:00 David Hainm B,To Babbitt Noel Gerson i
(Bab-o)
1
3:15 Hilltop House Sustaining
ij
Addy Richton and
Lynn Stone
(later sponsored
by Miles Labora-
—torlea TnoVA-rg o-f
Alka-Seltzer)
Xoo/I -
.rn';. Iliivv'XjsU u ,-S'i r. ? : .1
( r. IOil) £-.0
.
'. w’C. i >, ' y % ( . ~ iL/v
. 1
T
NOTE: The information about the sponsor and product was ob-
tained from my listening. The names of the writers
were ascertained through listening to the credits
given at the end of the programs except those cases in
which I had to refer to Variety for the writer* s
Identity,
According to the Hooper ratings for January
and February 1948, the most popular radio serials were as
follows
:
lo Right to Happiness
2o Backstage Wife (Humiflert)
3 . Stella Dallas (Hummert)
4. Wcien a G-irl Marries
(Carrington)
5« Portia Paces Life
6, Young vVidder Brown (Hummerjb)
7o Ivia Perkins
8. Lorenzo Jones (Hummert)
9o Pepper Young’s Family
(Carrington)
10, Just Plain Bill (Hummert)
All of these serials, with the exception of
Lorenzo Jones, are standardized soap operas. Half of them
are H\immert serials, and two are written by Elaine Carrington,
Since the Hooper rating system of coincidental telephone calls
is one of the most respected methods of measuring audience re-j
sponse to radio programs, the significance of this list must
be considered seriously. Only the position of Lorenzo Jones
on .this popularity list prevents the typical soap opera from
sweeping the Hooper ratings. The relatively large audiences
attracted by these soap operas certainly justified, for their
sponsors and writers, at least, their continued existence and
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the type of drama they represent*
On the other hand, the persistent failure of
programs which attempted to improve upon the stereotyped plots
and characterizations of the soap operas has only served to
enhance further the value of the typical serial in the eyes
of the sponsors and the netv\/orks. As James Thurher pointed
out in his New Yorker articles, there have been many attempts
on the part of conscientious writers to introduce realism
into radio serials, but they were all unsuccessful* Charles
Jackson, author of "The lost '»Veek End", wrote a different '!
serial, entitled Sweet River , about a minister whose wife had ij
died leaving him with two young sons to bring up. It failed
to attract an appreciable listening audience and went off the
air, Thurber also mentions Against the Storm and Lone Journe '*’"
written by Peter, Sandra, and Cerda Michael, Against the Sto
,
which Lazarsfeld and Stanton describe as superior in theme,
rem.ained on the air for three years, lone Jouzney did not
even last as long*
Then, there are serials still on the air which
have had to forego oinsading innovations in plot and characteiv
Thurber, in the New Yorker, cites the case of Martha Alexander,
who wrote The Second Ivlrs* Burton for six months in 1947 > as a |
stem warning to cmsaders in the field of soap operas*
well-written, and appealing to a more sophisticated audience.
ization because the listeners or the sponsors objected* James
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’’Iviiss Alexander attempted to make the serial
( The Second I'lrs, Binrton ) realistic. She had Ted
killer, a young artist, express an affection for the
second Mrs, Burton that was fairlj*^ warm for the
frightened old conventions of daytime programs
,
though
Miss Alexander told her story with taste, subtlety,
and most startling of all, frequent touches of quiet
humor. One day, the bold author had her heroine say
to the young artist, *Some part of me vmnts you to
fall in love with me.’ That did it. Disapproving
letters from listeners poured in, and ninety per
cent of the women correspondents demanded that Ted
Miller be banished from the serial and that Ivlrs,
Burton remember she was a good, clean American wife,
"Last December (1947) Miss Alexander re-
signed and The Second Ljrs. Burton has since be-
|
come a run-of-the-mill product. ... It has
turned into a real cliffhanger. , .
-- from the New Yorker, July 3> 1948
Addy Hichton and Lynn Stone have not fared as
disastrously with their Hilltop House as Martha Alexander did
with The Second Mrs. Burton , but even during the relatively !
short period I listened to the program, predominant elements
of the soap opera began slowly to infiltrate into the script.
Hilltop House, which does not have a sponsor and cannot hope
-
to continue too long without one, has been gradually assimilatjK
ing romantic triangles, disappearances, and a heroine who is
|
without blemish but shy of marriage in with its basic plot
|
feature of an orphanage and the care of children. Misses
Richton and Stone are undoubtedly feeling either real or im-
pending audience pressure for more romance and less child
|
|i
psychology. Thinking more of their stomachs (understandably !i
enough) than their ideals, they are revising Hilltop House
accordingly. It is still a more believable serial than most,
in mv QT>inion. however,
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Just what are the characteristics of the
standard soap opera which make it so inflexible in stincture,
content, and characterization? This is a question which I
have kept constantly in mind while listening to the serials*
It was gratifying to learn that I could find a few if not all
the answers.
The structure or format of the typical radio
Structure serial is more highly developed and stand-
ardized than any other aspect of these
programs. Experience has taught serial writers and the radio
j
networks that the format of the serial must have certain es-
j
sential elements. No one, in my opinion, could justifiably
and successfully question the necessity for most of these
structural elements. However, in the case of one or two
which I shall discuss, I do feel that there is room for de-
I
bate and possible revision.
The s3Tiopsis or summary of previous plot
developments at the beginning of each program is certainly an
I
indispensable structural feature in the serial, V/ithout the
j
synopsis, only a constant listener to a serial would be able
to understand and follow the elongated plot. Since most
housewives, who make up most of the serial audience, cannot
listen to every episode faithfully and without interruption
because of household tasks, visitors, telephone calls,
errands, and similar distractions, they would soon lose in-
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terest in a serial if the plot were not reviewed before every
program for them. The synopsis is essential as a cohesive link
between individual programs of a serial.
The synopsis also has another function which I
shall call a "dramatic crutch". In most serials, not only is a
summary of previous plot developments given, either by the
announcer or a main character, in an introductory narration
but also new plot material (which has not been already dram-
atized) and a setting of mood and scene for the present in-
stallment. This narration of plot material instead of acting
it out is an easy way for a writer to avoid dramatizing
lengthy or involved developments. Usually, the serial writer
jumps at a chance to pad his plot wL th extra dialogue and
material, but sometimes he finds a quick narration of neces-
sary plot appendages more convenient.
A good example of this substitution of brief
narration for dramatization occurred on Road of Life (EBC,
10:30 EDT) on July 30, 1948. Dr. Jim Brent, the hero of the
serial, is in love with Maggie Lowell and was intending to
propose to her when he suddenly found out that his wife Carol
might still be alive. He was dismayed by the news. As far
as this strange development was concerned, the listener who
had not been following the serial for the past year was
vaguely informed that Carol had been supposedly lost in
Africa only to be mysteriously reported alive in a telegram
sent to Jim. How this report originated is not dramatized.
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^Jhy Jim was dismayed at the news is explained very succinctlyo
I’he announcer says,
"Jim Brent, after nionths of idealizing
about Carol, finally learned her true nature. . .
Then, he finds out she may still be alive,"
Just what Jim, learned about carol’s nature is not explained.
Dramatization of such a realization on Jim’ s part would have
greatly clarified the situation for the listener. (It could
have easily been done by flashbacks, as such plot elements
frequently are in serials.) However, the writer apparently
found this brief narration more convenient and less trying.
Sometimes, the synopsis is also accompanied
by a redramatization of the last few lines of the previous
program. This tool is employed particularly when the pre-
ceding installment ended on a note of great dramatic tension
or suspense. Its purpose, of course, is to arouse the in-
I
terest of the listener, Frequently, the action is continued
j
with no time lapse,
Introductor3'' narration is further used as a
crutch in that it establishes the scene and the mood for the
dramatization to follow. The need for setting the scene is
easily understandable, and this device of narration is used
in most radio dramas because the listener cannot see the
scene as he can on the stage or the screen. Establishing the
m.ood for each program through narration, redramatization, or
frequently soliloquy, however, is peculiar to the radio
serial. Instead of revealing the state of mind of the char-
actera or the d-ramatic situation tlriTough dialogue, the serial
ii-'
v/riter often takes a head start with these expedients,
The writer of Ma Perkins
. Orrin Tovrov, fre- i
quently uses narration as a means of establishing the mood of
li
i| the story or the em.otional condition of the characters. On
ii
August 27, 1948, the synopsis and emotional situation in the
i
i!
introdLictory narration to ka Perkins were combined very econom<|
ically and skillfully, in my opinion.
The announcer:
"V7ell, Pay is going to marry one of the
nicest cliaps we know, Carl Michaels , She
doesn’t yet love him as much as he loves her,
but she hopes she will learn to. However,
yesterday when Pay met Dr. Andrew \Vhite , , •
well, didn’t you get the impression that there
was still something there , . . some feeling
between them?
"
The announcer then proceeded to set the scene
for the present installment, but his brief introduction had
done a clever job of enticing the interest of even a new
listener. The use of the pronoun "you" is not found in many
serials, but I think it helps the listener identify herself
with the characters and the story. Inner Sanctum , an evening
mystery program, utilizes the same dramatic device to bring
the listener into closer association with the program.
Redramatization of the last portion of a
preceding program is a common expedient in the serials. If
the v\?ords of the character are very significant to the overall
development of the plot, the repetition of the lines is seldom
neglected. In Stella Dallas (HBC, 3:15 EDT), Mrs. Grovenor,
a proper Bostoniana has never been more than coldly civil to
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Stella Dallas, the -unsrainmatical and unpretentious mother of
j
her son’s wife» In fact, she shunned Stella as being far be-
neath her and carefully avoided having her in her house. Then, '
korgan ford, a prominent Boston millionaire who liked Stella t
and even sought her advice on business matters, strongly sug-
gested to Ivurs. G-rovenor that she be more hospitable toward
{
Stella if she wished to retain his friendship. As an absolute
paradox to her whole way of thinking and snobbish character,
krs. G-rovenor agreed to welcome Stella into her Beacon Hill
home and permit her to see her daughter and grandchildren.
On August 27, 1948, Anne Hummert, the writer oj!
Stella Dallas
,
had Ivirs, G-rovenor repeat her lines of the pre-
vious program in which she promised Morgan ford that she would
change her attitude toward Stella, These lines were worthy of
repetition because they had a bearing on one of the basic
elements of the plot, Iiirs. G-rovenor’ s welcoming Stella into
her home would certainly excite the listeners to the serial,
and they certainly would not object to hearing Mrs, Grovenor’s
startling resolve repeated on the air.
The soliloquy is frequently employed in serials
at the beginning of a program as an introduction, during the
actual dramatization, or at the end. As in Shakespeare, the
soliloquy in the radio serial is nothing more than the char-
acter thinking out loud so that the audience may know his
thoughts. It is a crutch which enables a writer to expose
his characters’ most intimate thoughts and feelings which

could not be credibly revealed in ordinary dialogue. The
soliloquy gives the listener an impression of the most privi-
leged intimacy with the characters of the serial and further
enhances her identification of herself with the heroine, who
frequently indulges in speaking her thoughts to herself*
Helen Trent (CBS, 12:30 EDT), a Hummert produc-
tion with the dialogue written by hartha Alexander who used to
write The Second Ivirs, Burton
,
is consecrated to fumishing the
middle-aged woman with vicarious romance which Helen Trent
proves is possible after 35» The soliloquy is very adaptable
to the needs of this serial whose listeners want to share as
much of Helen Trent’s romance as possible. Consequently, they
are permitted to learn her most intimate thoughts (which are
never too intimate in serials) through soliloquy* On August 23
1948, for instance, Helen spoke her thoughts at considerable
length about Horman Hastings, her latest shipboard romance,
and why he had broken a date with her. The listener is able to
follow all the vagaries of Helen’s emotional state--her despaii,
her anger, her hope, and her ecstatic reminiscence. The
soliloquy is one of the best means a serial writer has to draw
out his plot without losing the interest of his listeners,
Kusic provided primarily by an organ, which
requires only one musician and is the least expensive, is also
an important structural component of the radio serial. As in
other forms of radio drama, music is used in the serials to
represent timie lapses, to provide transitions from^ one scene

to another, and, most of all, to create mood and supply back-
r
ground for dialogue. The soliloquy, in particular, is often
given with the organ playing in the background and punctuating
|
!l
the character's lines with dramatic chords and appropriate
j
pauses and stabs where needed,
i
In the format of a serial, music usually in-
j
troduces the very start of the program. The music is provided
by an organ except in the case of Helen Trent , which has a !
guitar played in accompaniment to a man's humming. Young Dr,
JV^lone (CBS, 1:30 EDT), however, is introduced by a singing
commercial for Grisco, A tenor, accompanied by a muted trumpet
as well as an organ, sings it.
As the music fades down and under, the an-
nouncer usually gives the title of the program as well as its
theme. In this case, the organ in the background is intended
to enhance the dignity and impressiveness of the announcer's
voice and the words he is saying.
The music stops for the commercial. Then, it
starts again for the introductory naxration or synopsis, play-
ing under the announcer's voice as for the theme. After the
synopsis and setting of present episode, the organ rises in
volume briefly and then ends abruptly.
During the drama proper, the organ is often
used for dramatic effect as well as transitions. If properly
utilized, the organ can contribute substantially to suspense,
a climax, a conflict, and many other dramatic elements. The
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organ music on a radio serial is also an elementary way of
separating the actual dramatization from the comments of the
narrator. The interruption of the organ in the story enables
even the least discerning listener to recognize a change of
scene or the fact that the narrator is now speaking*
Music ends the drama proper and fades under the
closing comments of the narrator which are intended to influence
the listener to tune into the next program* After these final
remarks about the story, the music increases in volume momentar'
ily and then ends. After the commercial which follov/s, the
organ introduces the final sign-off \Aihich may include the names
of the \vriter, actors, producer, etc,, of the program. It play|^
imder this announcement and comes up and out to bring the pro-
gram to a close*
The oounteipart of the introductory narration
at the end of the dramatization of the serial is the concluding
commentary* Just as the introductory narration immediately fol
lows the commercial and serves to connect the program with pre-
vious installments, the closing commentary comes directly after
the dramatization and before the commercial and is intended to
carry the listener's interest over to the next program. The
success of a serial depends on the ability of the \'vriter and
his story to maintain sufficient suspense so that the listeners
will feel impelled to keep timing in on the program day after
day* Like the introductory narration, the concluding commentar|r
is necessary in providing cohesion between individual programs
I
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of a serial.
Considerably shorter than the introductory
narration, the concludirg cominentary still manages to fill an
important function in the serial dramatization. In a few in-
sentences, it frequently conjures up for the listener’s im-
agination more mysticism and philosophy than the rest of the
whole program. In the conclusion, there are rhetorical ques-
tions, not very subtle innuendos, private revelations—all i
intended to intrigue the listener. Here again, as in the
soliloquy, the serial writers supplement the actual dramatiza-
tion and dialogue with a crutch v^hich permits them to give the
listeners inside information about the plot and a preview of
future installments.
The most obvious usage of the concluding re-
marks made by the narrator is to impress upon the listener the
desirability?- for her to tune in next time. The serial writer
indulges in no subtleties. On the contrary, anything crucial
or significant in the plot or characterizations of a serial
is carefully repeated and emphasized. In Perry Ivlason (CBS,
2:15 EDT), on the August 9> 1948 program, for instance, the
fact that Jim Randall was about to be murdered by Doc Hegan
in his boardinghouse room was made very apparent to the
listener. Simultaneously, Perry IViason and his secretary
Della Street were racing in an automobile to Jim Randall’s
house because they feared his life was in danger. Both these
situations were fully dram.atized on the program to build up

the suspense. Yet, to make sure the listener is fully aware
of what is happening, the narrator offers the following con-
cluding remark and rhetorical question:
The narrator: "Perry and Della are speeding
toward Jim’s room. Will they he on time?"
Sometimes, the rhetorical question is very
general and leaves much to the listener’s ovm imagination,
ji
j'
At such tim.es, I had the impression that the writer would have'
I
preferred to have something more definite with which to hold
|
the listener’s interest but was unable to think of anything,
|j
On August 26, 1948 in the serial Our Gal
Sunday (CBS, 12:45 -SDT), Myra Sloane confessed to the slaying
of Peggy Craig, This was logical because Peggy was missing
and Myra was known to be madly in love with her husband, Denniis
Craig, Everyone, including Sunday and her husband Lord
Brinthrop, were inclined to believe Myra- -particularly, since
a short timie before, she even left Sunday to drown in the lake .
Julian Abbott, Myra’s father’s close friend, however, ended
the program by declaring that Myra was lying to cover up some-
thing, The announcer’s concluding question was surprisingly
noncommittal. He said, "What unexpected surprise is in store
for Lord Henry and Our Gal Sunday tomorrow?”
The most common concluding commentary unfail-
ingly includes a dire prophecy since the trend of the plot is
tragic, anyway.

In Road of Life , IViaggie Lowell has another
\
i,
suitor in the person of Peter Yeats, v\rho is after her money,
|j
Peter, however, has a girl ffien^, luay Stephenson, who is
determined not to lose him to another woman. She tells him
that she will do something desperate if he continues in his
courtship of Mrs. Lowell, but Peter laughs at her. At the end;
of the episode, the announcer tells us:
"But if Peter Yeats really understood
J
women, he would not have dismissed the danger i;
of May Stephenson so easily as he did now,"
ii
Again on the same program a few episodes
later, Peter Yeats approaches Jim Brent and tells him he wants
to marry Maggie Lowell, When Jim irritatedly asks him why he
should make such a declaration to him, Peter says that Jim is
standing in his way, Yeats claims that Maggie is waiting to
hear from Jim about his intentions and will not consider an-
other proposal until she does. Helpless to act because his wif
may still be alive, Jim is on a spot; but he evades Peter’s
questions and orders him to leave his house. The annoimcer
then gives the listener the inside story on the situation and
the trouble that is to develop.
The announcer:
"Jim is prepared to fight Peter Yeats
back, but this is something he will find diffi-
cult to do when he hears the news that awaits
him over the telephone , , . ,
"
When the eager listener tunes in again next
day,' she learns that this important bit of news is about Carol,
wife^ It now seems, Jim is that there is a prnnd _
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possibility that Carol may be alive » The listener has been
given another nibble- -only a very small, unsatisfactory one
—
to keep her appetite whetted.
Sentimentality and prosaic philosophy often
enter into the concluding remarks made by the narrator. In
Life Can Be Beautiful (NBC, 3:00 ELT), it is almost a daily
occurrence for the theme of the program (quite evident in its
title) to be incorporated into the concluding statement in one
way or another. The story, incidentally, is about Papa David
Solomon, an old Jewish philosopher, who runs a book store, and
his adopted daughter. Chichi Hamilton,
On July 30, 1948, Chichi, unhappy and unsettle
is thinking of leaving Hew York to escape her sorrows and
find a better life somewhere else, Toby, an old friend, triei^
to comfort her but to little avail. The announcer takes over
to tell the listener that: "Toby leaves Chichi wondering wherej
when, and how her *life can be beautiful’,"
Papa David, on the other hand, is also having
his troubles. His old friend, Ben Levi, is selling the build'
ing where Papa David’s store and home are located. The new
owners want Papa David to move in 30 days, and he has nowhere
to go except the home for the aged; and he does not want to gd
there because of Chichi, On August 11
,
the announcer describe
the situation as follows:
"Even with the threat of losing his home
in 30 days. Papa David can still smile at the
prospect of helping others and to prove that ,
’life can be beautiful’,"
• •
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There is little likelihood that the stmcture
of serials v-zill experience much revision as long as the
programs are broadcast five times a week in fifteen-minute
units. I do feel, however, that the actual writing involved
in the synopsis, the transitions, and the closing commentary
can be developed and improved upon. Precedents have been
established, but they can be changed.
Most radio serials have a theme which re-
Content iterated at the beginning of every program.
This theme is generally intended to indicate
to the listener the purpose of the program and its plot. It
also usually states the philosophical or social premise upon
which the plot is based.
The best illustrations of the use of a theme
in relation to the plot of a serial can be found in the
Huimnert productions. The Hummerts are especially staunch ex-
ponents of the theme; it is not likely that they would ever
seriously consider devising a serial without one. The prac-
ticality of their policy is evident in the fact that they are
the most prominent and successful of all serial originators
and producers.
The themes employed b^/ the Hummerts in their
serials fall loosely into two categories. The first type is
intended to offer the listener romantic solace or escape. The
second is aimed at enabling the listener to identify herself
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with the characters of the story and to recognize them as '
common, everyday people.
,1
In the romantic category, there are these
|
hummert serials
j
|
Backstage Wife . . . "The story of Lary I
Noble, a little Iowa girl, who married
i
handsome Larry Noble, matinee idol of a i
million other women. . . the story of what
|
it means to be the wife of a famous star.
" jj
'I
Our Gal Sunday . . . "Gan this girl from a
little mining toiw. in the West find happiness
j
as the wife of a wealthy, titled Englishman?"
These themes obviously present romantic situa-
tions for the listener in which she would love to find herself
However, aside from suggesting that such matches are possible,
they not too subtly imply that marrying a famous Broadway acto
or an English nobleman does not insure a woman’s happiness.
Helen Trent has several variations of the
theme that a woman can find romance at 35 and beyond. I have
heard these during my listening period:
r
The Romance of Helen Trent
.
.
. "who found
that when life seemed finished, over, she could
still capture romance at 35 and beyond."
"The real life story of. . , Helen Trent. . ,
who when life knocks her, breaks her hopes and
dashes her against the rocks of despair, comes
back again to prove that a woman can still find
rom.ance after 35»*’
"The real life story of. , . Helen Trent. . «
who sets out to prove for herself what so many
women long to prove—that romance is not over
after 35.
"
In this serial, the Hummerts seem to have
placed more emphasis on the them.e than in any other of their
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programs, In Helen Tren~fa
, "there is also a closer correlation
^
between the theme and the actual plot of the story than in
j
the other Humrnert serials, Vi/hile I listened, the story con-
j
centrated almost solely on Helen Trent and her love affairs,
|
Other plot elements are definitely subordinated to the purposi
of keeping Helen Trent’s success at finding romance after 35
|
in the foreground,
j
'|
This close correlation between plot and theme
'
is often not the case in the other Hummert serials. In Our !'
G-al Sunday
, dioring the period I listened, Sunday's struggle to
find happiness as the wife of a wealthy, titled Englishman wao
not the subject of the plot at all. Instead, Sunday and her
husband. Lord Brinthrop, were fare more concerned about Peggy
and Dennis Oraig and Lyra Sloane, who was desperately in love
with Dennis, This plot is a good example of many serials
whose characters are overly concerned with other people's af-
fairs, One gets the impression that the writer has simply
run out of ideas for trouble and com.plications for the main
characters of the serial and has resorted to introducing new
characters for plot situations.
Experience has also taught the Hummerts that
serial listeners are attracted to themes which feature the
known and commonplace as well as those which emphasize ro-
mantic escape. This paradox is not too easily resolved, but
it has established two distinct types of serial themes for
the Huramerts, In the second category, there are these
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Hummert serials
:
l|
.
Just Plain Bill , , , "the real life story
'I
of a man who might be your next door neighbor . « «
j! the story of people we all know,
"
!
David Harum . . , "the tale of everyone, of
,
' America, the search for happiness and the good
way of life,"
!
Lorenzo Jones , . . "We all know couples |:
1
like lovable, impractical Lorenzo and his
wife. Belle . , . Their struggle for security
is anybody’s story, but somehow with Lorenzo,
it has more smiles than tears," I
M
Stella Dallas , which is actually written by
j
Ame Hummert herself, is also based on an .ordinary, unpreten-
j
I
tious American, Hov/ever, the emphasis of the theme is more on‘
maternity than the humble background of Stella although the
main appeal of the serial is definitely intended to be the
I
average American woman in contrast with the exclusive society
of Boston, The theme of Stella Dallas serves as an explana-
tion of the plot and its background. It tells of a decision
made by Stella which the serial proceeds to prove she did not
keep.
Stella Dallas , . , "the continuation on
the air of mother love and sacrifice in which
Stella saw her daughter marry into wealth and
happiness and decided to go out of her life
forever,
"
The serial actually depicts the conflict be-
tween kind, unselfish Stella Dallas and cold, narrow-minded
lihrs, Grovenor, her daughter's mother- in-3. aw. As in most of
the serials, there are also several sub-plots which run
coincidentally with the basic plot and have little or no re-
lati nushlT) to it. Stella Dallas, like Bill Davidson of

Just Plain Bill , is often just another arbitrator or intermedi-
ator in the problems and affairs of others. The fact that
Stella is too old for romance herself and, yet, is a common,
everyday person with whom the listener can identify herself
places this serial in the second category developed by the
Hummerts,
In contrast with the Hummerts, Elaine
Carrington, the second most prolific originator and writer of
,
radio serials, did not attach themes to any of her three pro-'
grams which were broadcast during the summer of 1948, 'i^en
jj
a G-irl Larries is simply called "the story of Joan and Harry !
ii
Davis", although the title itself is suggestive of a theme, '
Pepper Young’s Eamily and Rosemary had no themes at all,
|
ii
Most of the serials, however, have themes of
one form or another. Except in the case of the Hummert
serials, these themes are frequently not too well defined and
are used more for dramatic effect than to inform the listener
about the plot. The theme is often intended to cast a halo of
sanctity and serious purpose about the serial. As I have al-
ready mentioned, the concluding remarks of Life Can Be Beauti-
ful are usually characterized by simple and sentimental phil-
osophy, The title of this program which is a theme in itself,
although not a very explicit one, is sometimes elaborated upon
to enhance further the noble puxpose of the serial: "Life
Can Be Beautiful is an inspiring message of faith, drawn from
life , ,
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Another vague theme which has very little di-
rect bearing on the actual plot of the serial is found in
Today *s Children (NBC, 3:45 EBT). . ,
"And Today’s Children mth their hopes
and dreams, their laughter and their tears,
shall be the builders of a brighter world to-
morrow. "
There are also themes which do no more than
inform the listener that the serial tells a story about a
woman.
Portia Paces Life (NBC, 5:15 EBT). . . "a
story taken from the heart of any woman whohas ever dared to I
love completely.” This theme may arouse the sympathetic in-
||
terest of the listener, but it tells her next to nothing abouij
what Portia Paces life is really about. This oversight is
probably fortunate because it is very doubtful if Mona Kent,
the writer of the serial, would care to or even be able to tell
the listener just what the foundation of the plot is.
This is Nora Drake (NBC, 11:00 EBT and CBS,
2:30 EBT) is labeled "a modern story seen through the window
of a woman’s heart." I found this serial one of the most ir-
ritating and objectionable on the air (and it’s on both net-
works). If it is a story seen through the window of a woman’ ii
heart, the window or the heart ought to be cleaned and
polished.
Hilltop House also has a theme: "... a
child crying in the night, a child crying for the light."
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Conforming to the general tone of Hilltop
House
,
this theme is subdued and avoids the melodramatic
pointedness of most other themes. In fact, it is entirely diff-
ferent from the others in that it makes no attempt to reveal
something of the plot. Instead of saying that Hilltop House
is the real life story of a woman facing life after being dis-
missed from the medical profession, the authors of this serial
have simply chosen a plain but moving bit of poetry to place
|
at the beginning of their program. Their intention seems to
have been to contribute to the general effect and mood of the
program rather than to enable the listener to grasp more easil,
r
what the plot was all about.
Understandably enough, in most of the serials
the writers have found it impossible to adhere to the basic
plotline STjiggested in the theme. Any serial which goes on
the air five times a week for year after year cannot possibly
deal V'/ith one main plot situation, no matter how gripping and
dramatic it may be. Consequently, in Our G-al Sunday « V'/hile
I listened, the story had nothing to do with Sunday’s marriage
to Lord Brinthrop but dealt with another marriage instead. In
Stella Dallas, writer Anne Hummert would be hard put to main-
tain at all times the social conflict betv\feen Stella and Ilrs,
G-rovenor as the main plot interest. In order to prevent this
theme from being squeezed dry. Mss Hummert constantly in-
troduces a steady flow of other plot material into the pro-
gram, However, these themes are never neglected for too long,

for they still provide the serials with a certain essential
unity and coherence o Even Elaine Carrington’s serials , which
do not have themes, sustain a plot unity through their main I
characters and the basic plot situations which these char-
!
acters represent, Rosemary is fundamentally the story of Susajh
I
Dawson and her two daughters. Ro matter how far afield the
story wanders into automobile accidents involving strangers
I
and so on, it always returns to Susan Dawson, Dr. Jim Collins
who loves her, and her daughter Rosemary, I do not believe
that the Hummerts would have much difficulty in attaching a
theme to Elaine Carrington’s serials just as they have to
their o^m because, in principle, their success formulas are
the same
,
less of their authors, is strikingly apparent in the uniform-
ity of their plots.
"Serial writers have learned that tragic,
heart- stirring events are more gripping than
the joyful ones, and a day’s listening to the
soap operas gives one a distorted view that
all is far from well with America and that
happiness is an unknown blessing, "3
book, Sound and Eury , The "tragic, heart-stirring events" he
refers to are the same endless marital disruptions, accidents,
and murders which impelled lazarsfeld and Stanton, James
Thur*ber,and undoubtedly, many other serial critics to make .
The similarity of most of the serials, regard^
Prancis Chase Jr. made this statement in his
similar statements. 4
Prancis Chase Jr,, Sound
4» See page 5o

The glaring proclivity of serial writers to
include at least one broken marriage or divorce, or traces
thereof, in their programs is unmistakably apparent to anyone
who listens to these dramas with any attention to detail* As
l.jf. Chase mentions, most of these serials give one the im-
pression that "all is far from well with America and that
happiness is an unknov^jn blessing," Out of 33 serials broad-
(
oast in the summer of 1948, I found that 22 contained serious
marital problems or maladjustments in one form or another*
Counting out such serials as Li^ht of the World
,
Aunt Jenny
,
Perry Liason * and front Pay;e Parrell , which cannot be classi-
fied as typical serials either because of their dramatic struc
ture or plot context, I could find only five serials which did
not have a disintegrated or threatened marriage in it as part
of its basic plot situation* In other words, a foreigner
listening to daytime serials and taking them as representative
of American family life would naturally conclude that at least
70^ of our fam.ilies were blemished with divorce, separations,
desertions, and so on*
The following serials dealt primarily with a
plot situation evolving from marital discord during the
summer of 1948
^
This is fora Drake — Dr. Ken Martinson and
his wife, Peggy, have separated because Ken is in love with
Nora Drake* (Peggy's complete disregard for her self-respect
in fighting to win back a husband who does not want her is the
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most startling feature of this plot*
)
Big Sister -- Ruth and husband John Wa3nie
separated. Ruth is being courted by Reid Bannister.
Right to Happiness -- Caroline and Dwight
Kramer are divorced. Caroline is engaged to marry ^'jyles
Kelson.
are
Second I\jts. Burton -- Stanley B\r ton has been '
divorced from harion, his first wife, who later was married tc|
I
and widowed by a wealthy individual named Sullivan. Terry
Burton is Stan’s second wife.
Rosemary — Susan Dawson has been separated
from her husband, Lewis, for over nineteen years. Just when
she was convinced he was dead and that she would be able to
marry her new love. Dr. Jim Collins, Lewis turns up alive —
or at least, is reported to be.
Road of Life — Dr. Jim Brent’s wife, Carol,
has been missing overseas for several years. He is about to
propose to Ivlaggie Lowell when he learns that Carol may still
be alive. (This piece of news is a nde shock to him because
he no longer loves Carol and would not be happy to see her re-
turn home
.
)
Young Dr. kalone Renee and John Blake art
separated. She is about to give birth to his baby, but he haJ
already committed bigamy by marrying another woman in New Yorl:O
Our Cal Sunday — Dennis and Peggy Craig on
verge of separation when she disappears. (She is later found
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murdered.) He is in love with Lyra Sloane. '!
V/hen a Girl Larries -- Cathy Stanley has run
away from husband, Phil, because she feels he does not love
her enough.
Joyce Jordan, LoPo — Robert and Pran Gorham
were separated, and she was about to leave for Reno when Joyc^
succeeded in patching things up between them.
*:s-«-In these last four serials, the characters
I
involved in these marital complications are not principal ones
In Joyce Jordan L.D.
,
of course, the Gorhams are only char-
acters in one of the independent "cases’* that characterize
this serial.
In other serials, apparently happy marriages
were being constantly threatened by a third party:
Backstage Wife — Regina Rawlings is trying
desperately to take Larry Noble away from his wife, Mary.
Larry is the only one unaware of this intrigue
,
although
Regina has been employing such desperate measiires as tampering
with Mary’s car so that she will be killed in an accident.
V/hen I last tuned in, Regina was planning to give a party so
that she could push Lary out of an upper story window onto a
terrace below.
Just Plain Bill -- Kerry and Nancy Donovan's
marriage is in constant jeopardy because men like Andy Plint
are always after Nancy, and wom*en like Rsther Brooks find
Kerry irresistible. Bill Davidson, Nancy’s father, has his

i;
hands full protecting the sanctity of his daughter's home and
I
I
marriage
o
I
Still other serials entail marriages v^hich seem
I
1
unlikely to survive.
* Portia Paces Life -- vValter Lanning, Portia's
I
husband, has left her because he is going blind and is too
proud to tell her. Portia has returned to her hometown,
I
Parkerstown, ostensibly to wait for Walter to return to her.
In the meantime, however, their miarriage certainly seems in
jeopardy.
Lora Lawton -- Peter Carver has some sort of a
complex about his wife, Lora. He refuses to believe that she
really loves him. His attitude, inflexible as it is, can
definitely be construed as not conducive to a happy and suc-
I
cessful marital relationship, !
iWurder and violence occur in most daytime seriajl
with surprising frequency. Here again, if a foreigner were to|i
judge American life by what he hears on the soap operas, he
would decidedly receive the impression that most Americans
are involved in a murder at some time or another in their
lives. Such an assumption would, of course, be incorrect,
but the fact remains that most soap opera characters are in^
volved in not just one but many murders, assaults, etc., in
the brief course of their radio lives.
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The reason for the prevalence of murder and
!|
'I
l|
physical violence in the serials is easily explained » Melo- !!
drama, which usualli^ entails some form of violence, is most
conducive to the suspense which these serials must sustain
from one program to another. By introducing murder into his
plots, the serial writer can uphold the high drsjnatic pitch
and tempo which is necessary in keeping the interest of his
audience.
The fact that such melodrama has been found to
he most successful in serials is an interesting reflection on
the nature of their audience. One might stop and wonder why
that audience, predominantly of the so-called gentler sex,
finds murder and violence so intriguing. Their interest in
middle-aged romance and marital complications is not too dif-
ficult to comprehend because of their direct bearing on a
housewife’s preoccupations and fancies. Why average American
housewives should be so intrigued by physical violence is an-
other matter. Young children listen to murder programs with
avid attention--this phenomenon has been the subject of much
serious discussion and alarm. But the fact that their mothers
have the same inclination seems to have been largely overlookec,.
The following serials offer ample evidence that many American
women share their children’s fascination for over- stimulating
drama characterized by prolonged and detailed scenes and
situations involving violence.
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Backsta/3;e Wife -- Regina Ray/lings persuaded her
cousin, Arthur Duncan, to tamper with Iviary IToble’s car so that
she would meet with ar accident and be killed o Regina's mo-
tive is to remove kary so that Larry will be free to marry her^
although he does not have the slightest idea of her plans. The il
j
scheme failed because Mary was only slightly hurt in the ac-
j
cidento Regina’s next scheme was to push Mary out of an up-
I
stairs windoy;, I did not hear the result of this cold-blooded
project.
This is Nora Drake -- Arthur Drake, Mora's
father, shoots Pred Malina because he thinks Pred is no good
and is chasing after Mora, The shooting was very meticiulously
enacted as was Fred's suffering after he v;as wounded by the
bullet from Drake's gun.
We Love and Learn -- Susan Brown vd.tnesses a
gang killing. Since she was going to be used as a state
witness, she received threatening letters, had a police guaurd,
ar.d y/as finally kidnapped and held a prisoner for several days,
Wendy Warren -- Wendy y/as captiared by friends,
threatened mth torture, and finally drugged into helplessness
so that they would be free to question and torment her,
Lora Lay/ton -- Lora suspected of murder of
Caroline Lamb, Her husband, Peter Carver, committed to insane
asylum because he confessed to murder of Bessie Harris, The
listener knows that Burt Harris, and not Lora or Peter, com-
mitted both of these crimes.
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Today * s Children -- Vic H-udson, aji -unmitigated i
cad and married to ka-ureen Ames, is going to run av;ay with
|
Carlotta, Armour’s ninetee n-3>^ear old sister, Teresa, when he
ji
is murdered. ji
Our G-al Sunday -- Peggy Craig, who was missing
for several weeks (radio time), was found murdered.
Stella Pallas — Pick Grovenor, Stella’s son-
in-law, has been indicted for murder of Pelix Storm. In try-
ing to prove Pick innocent, Stella runs afoul of Plora Walker,
who binds and gags her and puts her in a dark cellar. Stella
is just about to be rn-urdered herself when her friends, korgan
Ford, Bob James, and Ihrs. Grady, find her and rescue her from
the clutches of Plora. Plora, it turns out, murdered Pelix
Storm because she loved him and he would not have her.
Youn.g; Widder Brovjn — Vincent Kirby, a con-
victed murderer, barricades himself in Ellen Brown’s attic
and shoots it out \vith the police. Pr. Anthony Poring is
seriously wounded by one of Kirby’s bullets.
I list these serials and explain how murder is
involved in their plots to illustrate the important role
violence does play in them.. I could go on to name almost
every other typical serial (there are only a half dozen which
did not include a murder or some act of criminal violence
while I listened), and show its heavy reliance on murder for
plot material, but I think I have made my point. I might add,
however, that Perry Mason and Front Pa^e Parrell
,
like their
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t.5
evening mystery thriller counterparts, are based exclusively
on murders and crime*
Accidents, sickness, and similar misfortunes
also occur with monotonous regularity in the daytime serials*
Every family experiences a certain amount of tragedy over a
span of several years or m.ore* However, I doubt if any one
hundred families in real life have as much misfortune in a
year as does one average serial family in a few months. Here
again, the necessity for maintaining a high degree of melo-
dram.a in serials in order to keep women listening month after
mionth is responsible for this distortion of life* As Francis
Chase pointed out, "Serial writers have learned that tragic,
heart-stirring events are more gripping than joyful ones . ,
These accidents themselves are frequently brougl|*fc
about in a highly improbable and melodramatic manner* Mary
Hoble’s auto accident in Backstage VJife is a good example,
but it was really a thwarted m.urder attempt* In Pepper
Young * s Family
,
Andy and Edie Hoyt, friends of Pepper and
^^887 ) were lost in the South Am.erican jungles* They were
found, but only Edie could be rescued immediately because the
plane would not hold another passenger, lYhen the pilot flew
back to get Andy, he was gone* It was strongly suggested that
Andy had been carried off as a captive by the ferocious native^
of the region* This type of plot situation is absolutely
identical with the sort of thing that occujrs on the children’s
programs later in the afternoon*
5* See page 41
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The sudden reappearance of Lewis Lawson in
Rosemary after having been missing for nineteen years is a miS'
fortune instead of a blessed event in the life of Susan Lawson
because she was prepared to marry Lr. Jim Collins, This highly
improbable situation is common in serials. Characters are conjj-
stantly disappearing or turning up at most inconvenient times,
|
Jim Brent in Road of Life received a cruel blow when he leame
that his wife Carol, who was believed dead, had been traced to
Africa or some place. The news prevented himi from proposing
to Ivlaggie Lowell,
Other marriages were interfered with similarly
by misfortune in Youn^ V/idder Brown and Ivla Perkins, In the
first serial, Ellen Brown’s long hoped for marriage to Lr,
Anthony Loring was sidetracked indefinitely when he was par-
alyzed by a bullet wound. His pride would not permit him to
accept her proposal of marriage. In Ivla Perkins
,
Lay, Ma’s
daughter, seemed all set to marry Carl Michaels when her ex-
boy friend, Lr. Andrew White, got into financial trouble,
Vi/hen I last listened, Lr. White’s trouble (which, incidentally|,
was brought about when he stole his hospital’s money) was
threatening to snuff out Carl’s chances of getting Pay per-
manently.
Violence and mdsfortune may play significant
roles in typical serial plots, but they are still very much
subordinate to one all important element -- romance, 'Whether
or not love makes the world go round, it definitely is the
A•IS
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main driving force in radio serial plots. Every serial, with
.
the exception of Perry Lason and Front Page Farrell, is pri- i
i'
marily concerned withthe romantic entanglements of its char- i
acters. Even in those serials where the main character is be-!
yond the age for romance, as with Papa David in Life Can Be
Beautiful
,
or Bill Davidson in Just Plain Bill , this individuapL
still manages to concern himself with the love problems of
others. In radio serials, no one is ever free from the all
encompassing influence and effect of love,
V7omen indubitably listen to radio serials for
escape. They want to be able to lose themselves in the storie
and forget their ovm humdrum lives and nagging problems. The
serial writers do their very best to facilitate in every
manner possible this subconscious self-transformation on the
part of their listeners.
The Romance of Helen Trent is one of the best
examples of a radio serial which offers its listeners escape
in the person of its main character. While I listened to this
serial, it managed to avoid all extraneous or divergent plot
material such as murder or accidents , and concentrated solely
on Helen Trent, her romances, and her personal problems. If
a listener could identify herself as Helen and lead her life,
she vrauld truly be having experiences that would satisfy her
I wildest dreams.
3
In the summer of 1948, Helen, who has been ovei
35 for over fifteen years on the air, enjoyed the attentions
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I
I
!
of two ardent and very aturactive males. Gil Whitney, the
I
first, has been pursuing Helen for years. He proposes as ofteh
' as he has the opportunity and is turned down just as regularly
^
I
'*Vhen Helen is about to go away to England on a business trip,
j[
i|
I
Gil pleads desperately with her not to go. She responds warmljr
to his embraces (one would gather from the sighs and pants '
heard over the air) and promises to vrrlte regularly to him,
|
but she rejects his proposal of marriage, i
The majoritji^ of the listeners would probably be
|
more than happy to change places with Helen at this point, but
|
Helen' s life has even more to offer. On the trip over to
[
II
Europe, Helen meets a dashing newspaper correspondent named
Norman Hastings, and an overv\fhelming passion springs up be-
tween them. Gil is apparently forgotten as Helen gives her-
self up to this new romance. V\/hat middle-aged woman, burdened
with tedious household tasks and a husband who has not spoken
a word of endearment outside of "dear" for over twenty years,
would not be thrilled to share Helen’s life with her? The
serial is consecrated to enabling the listener to do just that,
Romantic entanglements involving many char-
acters also appear quite frequently in radio serials, A good
example of such a serial this summer was Big Sister , The
situation was something like this: Hope is married to Neddie,
Ruth Wayne’s (Big Sister) brother, but Neddie loves Valerie,
Valerie, hov/ever, is madly infatuated with Reid Bannister, who
is in love with Ruth, Ruth, on the other hand, still has her
,
estranged husband. John, to think about because he i s in..
^

Besides, she (like most serial heroines) cannot make up her
mind whether she really loves Reid. The only one of this bund,
who seems to be left out in the cold is Hope; nobody loves her,,
In some serials like Life Pan Be Beautiful and
Just Plain Bill
,
the main characters are not directly involved
in ronantic situations but are constantly helping others who
are. Papa David has his adopted daughter, Chichi, to worry
about, and Bill Davidson’s daughter, Haney, although married,
is usually beset by some romantic difficulty. The main role o;'
these characters is a philanthropic one. The plots of these
serials offer the listener escape, also, but it is of a dif-
ferent nature than that provided by Helen Trent or Big Sister .
Papa David Solomon in Life Can Be Beautiful
,
for instance, is an elderly man; and yet, he is somieone
womien listeners vrould like to identify themselves v;ith. Re-
gardless of his sex. Papa David is a kind, unselfish person
who devotes his life to helping others. This serial offers
its listeners an opportunity to im,agine themselves as a Papa
David, the most beloved and respected individual in the whole
community. The action of the serial is largely philanthropic,!
and this plot element seem.s to have as miuch appeal to the
listeners as romance. Serial listeners evidently find vir-
tuous activity in a story just as desirable as romance and are
particularly pleased when the two are combined or related in
some way.
In general, serial plots are intended to pro-
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vide escape for the listener. The marked presence of violence
in most of the prograiris is highly significant of the fact that
millions of American housewives find life dull and enjoy the
artificially created melodrama of murder and kidnapping just
as much as their children do. They want romance and usually iix
the person of an older woman, like Helen Trent or Ruth </ayne,
|
who is closer to their own age and easier for them to picture ij
themselves as. They also like to imagine themselves as im- II
ji
portant and helpful in the lives of others as J\ia Perkins, |i
ll
Stella Pallas, or Pavid Harum, Consequently, they enjoy
|
serials which include a good deal of virtuous and unselfish
action on behalf of others.
As a closing comment on the plots of the
average soap operas, I should like to point out that the
primary plot elements of romance, philanthropy
,
and violence
all involving tragedy and distress, are maintained in the
serials at all times. Therefore, if the central characters
are not involved in such a situation -- and it is nearly im-
possible to have them directly affected by romance or disaster
at all times--the ’.'vriter usually introduces other characters
to provide this interest. During my listening period, there
were many examples among the serials of plot situations which
really did not involve the main characters of the serial at
all. To make up for this discrepancy, the writer was compellejp.
to create in the main characters an interest in other people’s
affairs which was far from natural. This highly exaggerated
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Goncern for other people's business is an all-important
feature of serial plots. It is the basic crutch which permits
the serial writer to sustain his story over periods of years,
!;
In Pepper Youn^:'s family
,
for instance, the
||
plot in the summer of 1948 involved the disappearance of Andy '
Hoyt, a friend of the central characters, in the wilds of
South America. During this period, Andy's plight completely
dominated the lives of the Youngs- -almost to the point of ex-
cluding all other concerns. In oixier to ease the blow for
Andy's wife, Edie, who also has been lost but had been rescued
Pepper Young even flew down to South America to be at her bed-
side, He went to great pains to delude her into believing
Andy had been rescued with her so that she would be able to
recover her strength free from frantic worries about Andy.
He went to the extreme of even answering her love letters to
her husband. In the meantime, Peggy, Pepper's sister, was so
concerned about Edie that she too flew down to South America
to lend moral support to her brother's undertaking.
It is extremely improbable that any such situa-
tion could occirr in real life. Regardless of hov-j close friend
are, they could not afford to leave their jobs and their
families for months at a time to travel thousands of miles to
be at the bedside of someone who is not seriously ill. Only
radio serials present such situations because the dramatic
tension of the story has to be maintained at all times. The
Youngs had to be so unnaturally concerned with the Hoyts'
Vi'
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I
tragedy "because kiss Carrington, the writer, was either unable
or chose not to inject dramatic interest into the lives of the
Youngs themselves at the time. '
It is extremely difficult to draw a line of
Characterization distinction between characterization and plo|b
in the average radio serial because these
two elements are so interdependent. The serial which con-
centrates on romajitic escape for its listeners must have a
romantic character to participate in that plot. The philan-
thropic plot, on the other hand, must have a virtuous and self
sacrificing individual who is not too different from the
average listener in background and social position for its
main character.
The characters of a serial are also restricted
and governed by the melodramatic nature of most of the plots.
Plain, unsophisticated melodrama must have clearly identified
heroes and villains. Serial characters must be good, bad or
v/eako As in the classic melodramas of the late nineteenth
century, the mother who is fighting to keep her home intact
must be "good", the villainous banker who wishes to foreclose
on the mortgage because he cannot marry the beautiful daughter
must be "bad", and the father who drinks too much must be
"weak", kinor characters may deviate from these classic types
in radio serials, but the main characters always remain true
to form.
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The most predominant type of character I foimd
in the serials in the s-ummer of I948 was the romantic heroine
who is usually thirtyish, widowed or divorced, and a paragon
I
of virtue. Never did I hear one of these characters really
]
lose her temper or speak a single disagreeable word--not to 1
I
mention her behaving in any manner other than that expected of
j
such a superior being. As I pointed out earlier in quoting
j
I
from James Thurber’s article in the New Yorker, serial listen-
ers wrill simply not tolerate any moral weakness- -no matter how
slight- -in their romantic idols, ^ Of course, this code of be-
havior has definite peculiarities, but since it was establishecj.
by human listeners instead of inhuman serial heroines, this
discrepancy is easil^^ imderstood and forgiven.
One of the peculiarities about these serial
heroines is that althoi;igh they are so virtuous in their every-
day program appearances, their lives in general are not quite
what one would expect of such remarkable people, Many of them
for instance, are divorced. Others, what is more surprising,
go around with other men while they are still married or merel|r
separated from their husbands. And still others accept dates
with men who are married. This type of romantic behavior is
not generally considered to be on the highest moral and ethi-
cal plane, but as far as serial listeners are concerned, it
must be perfectly acceptable. They would be horrified if one
of their idols used an expression which was slightly off
color, but they fail to see anything ’.'vrong with a married
-woman Tiirft Wandy Wa-rren Ofli-rving on a decidedly unplatonic
6, See pages 20-21
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relationship v;ith Llark Douglas— as long as this association
steers away from a certain unmentionable three letter word
beginning \N±th s and ending with x* i;
Among these romantic heroines are the following
I,
characters:
j!
i|
I
Iviaggie Lowell' in Road of Life is a widow with aj
little boy who was being passionately pursued by three suitorsjj
during the summer of 1948, Like all of these remarkable
jj
ii
women, haggle has a soft, low-pitched voice and is always in
perfect control of herselfo If she does cry, it is in a re-
j
strained manner calculated to melt even the most obdurate male
heart--in the serial, of course » In dealing with her numerous
suitors, haggle also behaves true to fozm in that her rejec-
tions of marriage proposals are models of tact, diplomacy, and
consideration for the feelings of others, Peter Yeats, one of
these suitors and an extremely repugnant young man (he is
definitely a "bad” character), made his attentions a little
obnoxious to haggle; but he was still accorded only the gentl-
est treatment from her, Maggie is a fine woman,
Ellen Brown in Young Widder Brown is also a
widow and has two children, Por many years now she has been
engaged to Dr. Anthony Loring but unable to marry him because
her children object, Ellen Brovn is a wonderful, self-
sacrificing person, but I think Dr. Loring is even more to be
admired for his remarkable patience and intestinal fortitude
and continence. Of course, toward the end of the summer. Dr,
Loring was shot and paralyzed and then Ellen offered to marry

him. Dr. Loring rejected her proposal presi;uriabl3/ because of’
his pride. However, one is tempted to suspect that in his ’
paralyzed condition, he no longer finds any special inducement
to marry.
Among the divorced heroines is Caroline Kramerj
in Hight to Happiness , She is now engaged to marry l^Iyles i
I
lelson, a candidate for governor. In the meantime, she and
her former husband, Dwight Kramer, have been engaged in a
bitter struggle for the possession of their son, Skippy,
Caroline is, of course, in the right since she has legal
custody of the boy. Moreover, she is a fine and noble person
who acts only vvith the best and most unselfish of motives,
Hora Drake, in This is Hora Drake
,
is another
example of the serial heroine whose behavior is more than a
little unconventional. Of course, she is portrayed as a
beautiful woman A^’ithan adm.irable character, but her actions
contradict this poortrayal. During my listening period, Hora
was having a serious love affair vath Dr. Ken Martinson, who
had left his wife Peggy because of Kora, Husband-stealing of
this sort is ordinarily not considered "cricket” in more con-
ventional circles. Yet, Nora, whether she steals other
women’s husbands or not, is the heroine of this serial.
This is Nora Drake has a good example of the
typical antagonist in radio serials. Ironical as it may seem
to those unversed in the ways of soap operas, Peggy Martinson,
whose husband Nora has taken from her, is the "bad” or un-
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sjonpathetic character in the serial. During the snmraer, she
n
I
was constantly thinking up unscrupulous ways of ge tting her
|!
husband hack. She and ITora were the two opposii g ol an.'acters i
in the essential conflict of the plot. Dora, the protagonist,'
did little more than be sweet and gentle in attracting Ken
kartinson, Deggy, on the other hand, huniliated herself time
;
and time again in futile efforts to persuade Ken to return to i
her. Her hysterical fits and raucous ravings were enough to
alienate anyone’s sympathy, regardless of the undeniable
justice of her position,
i
There is also a very carefully portrayed "weak"
character in This is Nora Drake--Arth-ur Drake, the father of
Dora, Like most of the weak characters in the serials, he is
a male who is lost without female support and guidance, Arthur
Drake is well-meaning, but he just does not seem to be able
to avoid tragedy and difficulties, brought about by his own
actions. In August, 1948, he went to the house of Kred Maline
,
a shady character, with a gun. His reason for this alaraing
action was his dislike for kalina coupled with his desire to
persuade the gangster to leave Hora alone. As might be
reasonably expected, the gun went off and kalina was ieriouslj
wounded. Once he had committed this foul deed, Drake broke
down and was overcome with remorse to prove that he was only
"weak" and not "bad". However, as might easily be imagined,
the shooting had already touched off a plot situation which
would seriously involve Hora Drake, It would be her respon-
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sibility to protect her father and save him from the conse-
I
quences of his crime
» |
Just as the ’'romantic" character offers the
i
I
serial listener escape in the person of someone she would lik^
!
to be, the "philanthropic" character type is a representation!;
I
of the person she hopes she iSo The average housewife is
j
I
realistic enough to recognise that she has not even the remot-|
est chance of being the male magnet that Helen Trent iSo Ex- I
perience and the mirror have taught her that she is fortunate
to have the love of her husband, not to mention the dashing
actors and gubernatorial candidates that Helen Trent has at
I
her beck and call. Helen’s life is just an impossible but en-
joyable dream for the serial Ijstenero Philanthrop serial
characters like Stella Dallas and Ivia Perkins are something
else again* They are women who, although well along in years
and lacking the beauty and polish of Helen Trent, devote thei]*
lives to helping others and play a very impo 2rtant role in
their communities* This is the type of serial character that
the average housewife can identify herself with completely*
Romance plays so little part in these philan-
thropic characters that their sex is not even important as fa:*
as the listener is concerned* The romantic heroines have to
be females; but the philanthropic characters can be either
men or women—as Papa David Solomon and Just Plain Bill
Davidson exemplify—because th6ir age and natures have made
their sex irrelevant* It is their virtue which interests the
-i.o-
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listener, and she magnanimously recognizes that goodness is
just as likely to appear in men as it is in women.
vVhat is important in these philanthropic char-!;
acters is that they he as much like the average listener as
;
possible in certain social and economic aspects. All of them||
speak colloquial, ungrammatical iinglish. Papa David even has
j
an accent. These linguistic deficiencies serve as a balm to
;|
the easily impregnable egos of the average housewife and prov^
to her that uneducated people like Stella Dallas or Ma Perkinjj
or even possibly herself--are just as capable of worthwhile
accomplishments in this world as more literate individuals.
In following the experiences of Stella Dallas, the listener
revels in the continued realization—for she takes these
programs very seriously--that someone seemingly not very dif-
ferent from herself can enjoy the respect of multimillionaire^!
like Morgan Pord in spite of the vociferous objections of
aristocratic ivirs. Grovenor.
Economically, these philanthropic characters
are also of the average listener’s level. True, they fre-
quently come in contact with persons of the highest income
group like Mrs. Grovenor of Beacon Hill or Morgan Pord, but
they themselves own a small dress shop or run a modest lumber
yard. One point must be made, however, and that is that thes^
philanthropic characters are almost always in business of one
kind or another and never just housewives and mothers like th^
majority of their followers. This discrepancy might be ex-
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plained in the observation that these chaxacters never have
mates --living, that is, Stella Dallas and ka Perkins are
widows; Just Plain Bill Davidson is a widower; and Papa
David and David Harum are bachelors. Perhaps the listener
feels that the line should be drawn somewhere in this close
similarity between herself and the philanthropic characters,
and prefers it to exclude her monotonous housework and her
equally monotonous mate. This deduction may be a bit too
critical; but it is fairly well substantiated that the
listeners themselves govern what will occur in the serials,
and housework and mates for the characters they really like
to identify with themselves seem to have been ruled out.
As for the other types of characters which
appear frequently in radio serials, they can be classified
most easily according to profession. There are several pro-
fessions--namely, medicine, the -theatre, writing, --which are
well represented in daytime serials. In fact, there are verf’
fev7 serials which do not include at least one member of one
or more of these vocations.
Medicine seems to be the most popular profes-
sion, In such serials as Koad of Life
,
Jo.yce Jordan, k,D,
,
and Young Dr, Mialone
,
the miain character is a doctor. In
others such as This is Mora Drake , Bora Drake, the central
character, is a nurse, and several other important charracter^
are in the m^edical profession. In each of these serials, a
good deal of the action occurs in hospitals and a consider-
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able portion of the dialogue is concerned with sickness and
medical problems.
In addition to those already mentioned, the
following serials have doctors, nurses, or both, as important
and regularly appearing characters:
Rosemary -- Dr. Jim Collins, who is in love
with Susan Dawson, the mother of the title character,
Rosemiary,
Big Sister -- Dr. John vYayne is Ruth Wayne’s
(Big Sister) estranged husband.
Guiding Light -- Dr. Leland, one of m^any im-
portant characters.
Hilltop House -- Julie Erickson was a doctor.
Life Can be Beautiful — Dr. kareum, the fathe]*
of Barry Marcum, vjho is a serious candidate for the hand of
Chichi Hamilton, Papa David’s adopted daughter.
Young Yifidder Brown — Dr, Anthony Loring, the
fiance of Ellen "Young Y/idder" Brown, Also, Dr. Victoria
Mallory, who came to take Anthony's place in the hospital wheii
he became paralyzed by a bullet,
Ma Perkins -- Dr, Andrew White, with whom Pay,
Ma’s daughter, is in love.
These are but a fev/ of the more conspicuous
examples of the predominance of the medical profession in the
serials. They evidence a strong interest on the part of the
serial listeners in the miedical profession and activities

connected with it. This interest can be further corroborated
by the fact that the details and workings of the profession,
I.
such as consultations, diagnoses, and prognoses, axe dealt
j
with at considerable length. Whereas, other occupations and
,
their particulars, such as running a store in The Second Iv-lrs.
j
i
Burton
,
are usually treated very superficially and cursorily,
i
Every male has often observed to himself and I
to others how fascinated women--particularly
,
those who are ij
I
no longer young--are by sickn.esses and their symptoms. He
has probably also thought how unfortunate it was that more
women were not doctors, since their interest seemed to lean
so heavily in that direction. In the daytime serial, this
incongruity is remedied,
A startling proportion of the doctors in the
radio serials are women. In this respect, as well as in
rom.ance and blood-tingling adventure, the frustrated desires
of the women listeners are satisfied. The prime example among
the radio serials of the program which best illustrates the
ascendancy of women in the medical profession is Road of Life ,
Although Dr. Jimi Brent is the principal character in this
serial, he is merely a subordinate of Dr, Carson KcVicker
(a wom.an in spite of her name) who is chief-of-staff of his
hospital.
In addition, the following serials have lady ’
doctors as characters:

-ob-
Joyce Jordan, Ivi.D, -- the title charactero
Yoim,g: V</idder Erov/n — hr. Virginia Ivlallory
Hilltop House -- Julie hrickson, who lost her
right to practice for some, as yet unexplained, reason.
Guidin.q; Lip;ht -- hr. Leland (she is a woman
but her first najne has escaped me).
The theatre as a profession is also v/ell repref
sented in many of the serials® There is nothing surprising
'i
about the prevalence of professions associated with the '
theatre in serials, of course, since they have so much natura|.
romantic appeal® Oddly enough, however, acting or playwritini
as professions are not outlined in detail as the medical pro-
fession is® It seems to be merely enough to mention that a
serial character is an actor or a playwright, and let it all
go at that.
These serials have characters who are con-
nected with the stage, radio, or cinema, in one capacity or
another:
Backstage Vifife — Larry Hoble, a Broadway star
Evelyn Y/inters — Gary Bennett, Evelyn’s
guardian, is a playwright,
Wendy V/arren -- Wendy is a radio announcer,
Portia Paces Life — Portia’s husband, 'Walter
manning, is a playwright,
Helen Trent — Helen is a fashion designer
in Hollywood® There are many other characters in the serial

associated with the movies.
The Guiding Li^ht -- several of the occasion-
ii
ally sppearing characters are engaged in radio or theatre
|
work, Ij
ti
Life Can be Beautiful — Barry Iviarcum, Chichi
suitor, is a Broadway plaj^ producer and angel. His other girl
friend, Arline, is an actress, li
Ij
Writing is also popular as a profession among |l
serial characters. As yet, however, I have not come across
a radio serial writer.
Road of Life -- Frank Dana, who is one of
Maggie Lowell’s suitors, is a I'vriter — just what kind is not
specified,
Helen Trent — Borman Hastings, whom Helen feli.
madly in love with for a time at least, is a newspaper corres-
pondent and is writing a book which will expose all the evil
corruption in Europe and which he claims may cost him his
life,
Wendy Y/arren — Mark Douglas, Wendy’s supple-
mentary love interest- -she is still married to Gil Kendall
—
is a writer.
Life Can be Beautiful -- Douglas Borman, who
was being groomed as a heart interest for Chichi Hamilton,
is a novelist.
'#
l| -68
There are also some lawyers, who usually seem
to he aspiring to a political office.
I
Right to Happiness — Lyles Kelson, a lawyer
and candidate for governor, Ke is Caroline Kramer’s fiance* i:
Today’s Children — Christopher Barnes, i
I,
Carlotta’s bridegroom and a successful candidate for the of-
|
fice of district attorney,
|
Cynthia Swanson is a character in Helen Trent
,
whose career and background I consider significant of what
would appeal to certain serial listeners. Cynthia, in brief,
is an ex-school teacher, who rose to be a Hollywood studio
magnate and movie producer. One might say that she is a
woman’s version of an Horatio Alger story. In Helen Trent ,
however, she serves as an antagonist whose hard-headed busi-
ness acumen and relentless pursuit of what she wants does not
set her off too well against Helen’s femininity and emotional
warmth
,
A unique category of characters in the serials
is what I shall arbitrarily call the old-maid companion. This
type of character is conspicuous enough to be treated as an
important classification. These old-maid companions devote
themselves completely and unselfishly to the romantic heroineii
of the serials. In fact, they appear to have little other
interest in life if their activity in the serial is any in-
dication.
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Mss Daisy in Portia Paces Life is such a charir
acter,as is Miss Agatha in Helen Trent , I would give these
women last najnes if I knew them, but I never heard surnames
mentioned while I listened. At any rate, both Miss Daisy and!
I'
II
Miss Agatha sei^e as a kind of mother confessor to the heroin*
in the serial. They give solace when it is needed and even
romantic advice- -for which I fail to see their qualifications j’
since they never married and give no indication of having
acquired romantic experience in any other way. They also liv(
with their younger friends and provide companionship.
Other old-maid companions in the serials are
Aunt Dory in Wendy Warren
.
Mggie in Evelyn V/inters
,
and Miaud
Marlowe in Backs ta.g;e Wife. (Why Maud has a last name, I can-
not say, unless it is simply because the Hummerts could not
resist the alliteration). These characters behave in exactly
the same fashion as the other two and give their heroines
moral support whenever it is requested. I ara inclined to be-
lieve that these characters have no special appeal to the
listeners. Instead, I think they are used as a dramatic de-
vice to provide the means for essential dialogue and to
balance, with their staid lives, the flamboyant romances of
*«• it Hr it
their wards

PAHT THREE
GOMIi^NTS AiQ COECLUSIORS
The daytime serial has perhaps been more fre-
,
quently and vociferously criticized than any other form of
!i
radio programirdng» Countless self-appointed critics, ranging i
from the housewives wno actually listen to the programs to
||
pedants, who probably never listened to more than one or two
with any degree of attention, have taken it upon themselves
to denounce this particular type of radio entertainment. The
tragic fallacy in this promiscuous criticism has been the
absolute and unqualified stand taken by its originators. The
academic and so-called intellectual authorities, in particular,
have failed to assume a healthy perspective in regard to the
radio serial. The very vehemence of their attacks clearly
evidences the lack of proper objectivity in their approach
to tbe subject. As in all cases of bigotry which is inspired
by a lack of adequate knowledge and experience, these critics
deal almost entirely in generalities and fail to consider the
programs individually.
This criticism has been so generalized as to
be applied to all phases of radio and has provoked ^vriters
such as Robert J. land-ry to retaliate as in the following:
"... And the more the high-brows
sounded off against radio programs, the clearer
it became that they usually did not know what
they were talking about. They repeatedly
failed to focus the incident upon a given time
and station. They could never recall what net-
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work, what station, what advertiser, what r
night. They drew few or no distinctions '
between programs or stations, but lumped all
’radio’ together. The absence of the* compara-
tive element in their testimony and their fail- i'
ure ever to encounter even a tidbit that pleased r
them, unless possibly it were Pred Allen, con-
vinced the industry that high-brows just do not i'
like and never would like radio . , ,”7
:j
i'
As can be readily ascertained from the above
|j
quotation, radio people have become thoroughly exasperated ij
with the indiscriminate abuse which has been heaped on their
j,
industry, I, for one, syiapathize with them because no one caijj
I
respect criticism which emanates from a poorly informed sourcq
I hope that I am at least aware of some of the many factors
which must be considered before any type of radio program is
to be fairly judged.
The daytime radio serial is on the air primar-
ily^ because there is an unmistakable demand on the part of an
appreciable number of listeners for such a type of program.
In fact, these listeners have been largely instrumental in
the formulation and development of these programs. The radio
serial is not just something which has been demoniacally con-
jured up by the networks and sponsors and forced down the
throats of the housewives. The networks broadcast these
serials and the advertisers sponsor them because they have
learned through experience that the housewives enjoy listen-
ing to them.
Experience has also taught the broadcasters anc
the advertisers that the listeners’ taste in regard to these
7> -Robert J, Landry^ This Pascinating Radio Business ,'
New York, 1946, p, 97»
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serial programs is extremely exacting. The housewives are
j
I
quick to take pen in hand when they find that a serial is de-
'
I
viating from the standards they expect of it— as is poignantly
illustrated by James Thurber in his account of Kartha
Alexander’s unfortunate experience with The Second Ivhrs, Burtonji
It was not the broadcaster or the sponsor who comdemned Miss
Alexander’s writing; it was the listener herself.
Similarly, the Hooper ratings (one of the few
methods of determining audience response to radio programs
other than direct communication from the listeners themselves)
have emphatically indicated that the serials which most closel^r
adhere to the conventional pattern are the most popular,
9
Hrank and Anne Hummert have become the foremost writers and
producers of radio serials because they were quick to discover
what the listener wanted and gave it to her. The Humrnert
serials which are of the most stereotyped variety are never-
theless the most successful from the point of viev/ of the
advertiser.
8
The question of the advertiser and his inter-
ests is of fundamental importance in considering the radio
serial and the indignant criticism which is hurled at it.
Radio broadcasting, as it has been instituted in the United
States, is both commercial and a private enterprise. The
industry depends upon the advertiser for its revenue. The
advertiser, in turn, is interested in the greatest return for
every advertising dollar spent on radio broadcasting, Oonse-
quently, it is only natural that the advertiser should be
8. See pages 20-21
9. See page 19
t
primarily interested in sponsoring programs which attract the '
most listeners and sell the most soap, or whatever his productj
is. In regard to radio serials, the advertisers (who are
mostly manufacturers of soaps, cosmetics, and medicines, be-
|;
cause these are the products which have the greatest appeal i'
j
to housewives) have discovered that the conventional ’’soap '
opera" is the type which is most profitable for them to '
|!
sponsor; hence, the overwhelming predominance of these pro-
|
grams among the serials being broadcast during the summer of
1948.10
Radio serials are directed at the masses and
are not intended to satisfy the more sophisticated tastes of
of the better educated and discriminating minorities. Aes-
thetes and idealists would do well to bear this fact in mind
before they condemn the broadcaster and the sponsor for put-
ting these programs on the air. Intelligent and enlightened
criticism of the serial shows an awareness of this limitation
placed on the soap opera by the listener, as evidenced by
Waldo Abbot in his Handbook of Broadcasting;
"it may be true that there is no substitute for
good writing, but in the concoction of radio
serials good ’.vriting does not mean fine writing.
Reluctant though you may be to face it, a beauti-
ful, poetic flow of language is not appreciated
by the average soap-opera fan. Commercial radio
does not seem to concern itself with minorities;
mass appeal is its creed. The masses are drawn
to the program by the commonplace in style, dic-
tion, story, and characterization, "H
10. See page 16,
11. Waldo Abbot,
p. 129.
Handbook of Broadcasting
, Hew York, 1941,
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Of course, the critics will argue, and with
considerable justification, that because of its very nature
radio broadcasting is more than a commercial enterprise and
entails certain moral obligations and responsibilities. They
say that since radio is a powerful and effective medium of
communication which has immeasurable influence on nearly everyr
I
one , --particularly a regular listener such as the serial ad-
dict, --it must do more than merely sezve the interests of the
advertiser. In reference to the radio serial, they point out
that it has a detrimental effect on the listener because of it
distortion of life and its emphasis on superficialities, such
as middle-aged romance. They assert that the broadcaster and
advertiser should be conscious of the hazmi their soap opera
may be doing and, regardless of commercial considerations,
revise or abandon it,
I, personally, recognize the validity of this
argument, but I do not subscribe to the opinion that the soap
opera is all bad and must go. I do believe that the broad-
caster and the advertiser have a moral obligation in regard
to the daytime serial listener and must avoid distorting and
and corrupting her concept of life. However, I also believe
that it would be hopelessly impractical for any network or
advertiser to attempt to force dramatic programs down the
throats of the housewives which were completely antithetical
to their tastes and desires.
It is obvious, in my mind, that a compromise
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mast be reached between what the idealists feel the serial
listener should have and what she actually is prepared for
and wants if there is ever to be any improvement in the soap
opera. Programs such as Plilltop House
,
Qlaudia
,
and Light
of the >^orld have shown that such a compromise is possible*
It is my intention in the next few pages to point out, if I
can, through constant reference to my previous analysis of
the typical soap operas, what the writers of these programs
could do to avoid the more patent evils of turbulent plots
and oversimplified or typed characterizations.
The plots of the daytime serials must provide
the listener with a means of escape from the boredom and
monotony of her own life. Escape is the basic appeal of
these serials for the housewife, and no program can hope to
be successful without it. The plot of a serial must enable
the listener to lose herself in the story, identify herself
with one of the characters, and actually feel that she her-
self is having longed for but, in reality, unattainable ex-
periences, The nature of these experiences is up to the
ingenuity and imagination of the writer.
Romantic escape has probably the greatest
appeal to the housewife, Modem motion pictures, novels,
and short stories, as well as radio, have all encouraged
the American woman to expect highly colored romiance in her
entertairmient and reading. The serial listener has been
so conditioned to this form of vicarious experience that
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she would certainly find any dramatic program which did not
contain some romantic interaction between the sexes highly
inadequate
.
Consequently, the radio serials must and do
have conspicuous romantic elements in their plots « In most
of the serials, there are usually t‘wo or three men who are
desperately in love yath the heroine, ard this triangular
or quadrangular situation provides delightful diversion for
the fanciful imagination of the housevafe (see p.51). She
promptly identifies herself with this enviable character and
commences to enjoy attentions from men which she never has
or v/ill experience in real life, I think that this sort of
plot situation is completely harmless. Unless a yyoman has
marked neurotic or schizophrenic tendencies to begin with, I
do not see hov'/ her life could be seriously affected by her
listening to this type of plot*
However, there are ramdfica,tions from the
romantic plot among many of the serials which I do consider
unfortunate o ilarital discord, divorce, and romiantic situa-
tions involving one or more married individuals, have come to
play too prominent a part in the majority of the serials. Out
of 33 serials broadcast in the summer of 1948, 22 evidenced
an inclination on the part of the yoriter to place too strong
a reliance on connubial difficulties for plot material.
(See pp. 42-45)
o
frequently, these plot situations involve
the very heroines of the serial y/ith whom the listener is
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most likely to identifj^ herself. ,
I do feel that so much marital discord in i
the serials could conceivably have a deleterious influence |‘
on the listener’s attitude tov'vard marriage and the home, and ||
I also fail to see the justification for so much of it in
j|
the plots. Komance involving single characters should be i
just as appealing to the listener if it is handled with the
proper amount of suspense and conflict.
There is a difficulty—which I recognize
—
in avoiding love entanglements w^hich include married and
divorced characters, and that is the continuous nature of
the serials and the necessity for constantly using the same
characters for plot interest. Once a serial ivriter consum-
mates a plot situation by having the heroine marry one of her
suitors, he is faced with the problem of finding new romantic
interest. He can inject new characters for this interest and
frequently does; but eventually he finds himself forced by
time to revert to the now married heroine. Since connubial
bliss is not very dramatic, the writer soon finds himself
breaking up the marriage; and the whole business begins
over again.
This paucity of character material is, I feel,
the inherent weakness in the conventional serials. Since
serials by their very nature must be prolonged for months
and years of regular broadcasts, I do not see why most of
the vnriters do not provide themselves with more main char-
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acters to work with» In studying the serials, I found it
ironical that the writers handicapped themselves with such '
small families. In no serial family could I find more than
two children except Today’s Children in which there are three!
li
two sisters and a brother. No wonder the average soap opera
|j
seem.s to be an unending series of catastrophes; all the
||
troubles happen to the same characters,
!j
Although One Man’s Namily by Carle ton B. Morse !
is a dramatic serial which is only broadcast once a week and
for thirty'' minutes, it is an excellent example of what can be'
done \ylth a large familyand its wealth of characters. By I
constantly changing the focus of his story from one of the
central characters to another, ivar. Morse is able to distri-
bute the dramatic action of the serial more realistically
and convincingly among the m.an^?' members of the Barber family.
He combines the teen-age love entanglements of the older
Barber grandchildren and the more mature attachments of their
uncles and aunts so well that even a critical listener is not
conscious of heavy romantic appeal in the serial; and yet, it
is there. Many of the conventional serials would do well to
follow the example of One Man’s Pamily in regard to romantic
situations. Up until now, the listeners do not seem to have
objected too strenuously to Ivbr. Morse’s plot techniques.
The prevalence of murder and violence in the
serials is another plot tendency vdiich I think should be
seriously questioned. Again, I recognize the fact that these
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I
melodramatic elements contribute to the suspense and sustain '
I
the dramatic tension which are so important in holding the
listener’s interest over from one program to the next. How-
ever, I feel that many of the serial vnriters are leaning far
|
too heavily on the blatant sensationalism which occurred in
such serials as Backstage //ife and This is Hora Brake during
|
the summer of 1948 (see pp. 46-48). 'j
The absolute lack of any subtlety in the
j
treatment of these melodramatic situations indicates to me
that the writer was either too lazy or unable to devise and
develop a less puerile plot. This type of hack writing
definitely stamps miany of the serials as being in the same
ignominious class as the cheapest pulp fiction and grade "Z"
movies. If a serial writer finds himself continually resort-
ing to murders, kidnapings, and similar sensationalism for
plot material, I think he should look for another profession.
Lost of the serials are not murder-mys tori' programis; they
have romantic escape and philantliropic characters as their
basic appeals. Consequently, I fail to see the justificatioiij
for so m.uch violent mielodramia.
Of course, once again, the inevitable argument
arises that murder Hielodrama is what the listeners like to
hear on their programs. There is considerable substance to
this reasoning because the listeners do not appear to have
objected in appreciable numibers to this element in the seri6il|s.
Neither letters to the networks nor the Hooper ratings have
indicated that the housewives are dismiayed or even disturbed
1'
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by the bloodthirsty condition of the serial plots* In fact,
such Hummert serials as Backsta,o:e Wife
, Stella Dallas , and
Our Gal Sunday * which I have found to have a very high pro-
portion of murders and violence in them, are consistently
among the leaders in the Hooper ratings (see p.l9).
All I can conclude from this evidence is that
the housewives are just as intrigued and stimulated by melo-
drama as the children are .by their Tom kix and Superman
12
prograrciSo Perhaps the appeal of violence to the housewife
is that it has a cathartic effect on her emotions, but I do
not believe so, I think m.urder and violent melodrama should
be avoided as much as possible in the conventional radio
serial, I feel that the house^/ife can be encouraged to look
for dramiatic appeal in the more natural occurrences of every-
day life, A small boy having difficulties ^^ith a bully next
door can be made just as dramatic as Wendy Warren being held
captive by a m.aniac,if the vnriter has enough ingenuity and
the inclination to make it so. Many of the dramatic incident
which occur among the children at the orphanage in Hilltop
House are ample evidence of what writers can do with more
normnl relationships than murders and kidnaping,
Ajs for death, sickness, and other tragedies
incidental to everyday living, it is common knowledge that
nearly all the serials have m.ore than a full share. The
only explanation I can find for the strange appeal that
tragedy has for the serial addict is that many women actuallj
5
12, See comments on p, 46
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enjoy a good cry as much as they do a laugh. In fact, the
nearly complete absence of humor in most of the serials would
li
seem to indicate that the housewives who listen to them so
avidly are not even particularly interested in laughing;
the^' are content to cry.
The serial \vriters do their utmost to exploit
this inherent female Yveakness for tragedy. Since tragedy
blends in so much more easily than comedy with the dramatic
tension that is so essential in the continuous program, the
average serial ^vriter is content to flood his plots with
misfortunes and calamities. He sees tragedy as the old
standby which he can continually resort to in order to sustain
his story. Here again, the apathy and incomipetence of the
average serial vnriter are responsible for the in-feriority of
the programs. As long as radio serials must be put out in
mass production, I do not see any remedy for the preponder-
ance of tragedy in them. There are only a few Mark Twains
and Booth Tarkingtons
,
and it takes a talented I'vriter to
ma.ke people both humorous and interesting.
The presence of philanthropy in the serials
is one of the more encouraging aspects of these programs.
In studying the serials, it is heartening to learn that the
listener’s outlook on life is not entirely romantic on one
hand or morbid on the other, but also includes an interest
in doing for others. The housewives obviously enjoy identify-
ing themselves with a Papa David or a Ma Perkins, who de-
_votes his or her life to helping others. I think this in-
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terest on the part of the serial listeners in philanthropic ^
j
activity should be stimulated and fostered at every opportuni-
ty» If the soap operas must have so much violence and
tragedy, it is some small comfort to know that there is con-
siderable unselfish activity on the part of a fev^ of the j
II
i;
characters to improve these deplorable situations.
The characterizations in the average serial
are just another indication of mediocre and indifferent
writing. Here again, the Y'oriter himself is not too much to
blame. The fact that the listener prefers her characters to
be good, bad, or v;eak, and the enormous amount of material
that the writer has to put out v\/eek after week and month
after month are good enough causes for inferior v/ork, Hov^-
ever, I do think that a conscientious and capable serial
writer can do more with his characterizations than is gen-
erally being done in most cases.
One Man*s Family is again a good example of
what can be done v^^ith characterization in a serial. In this
program, horse succeeds in doing something v;ith his char-
acters which most other serial writers do not even attempt;
he gives the mem.bers of the Barber famiily depth. They seem
far more real than the average serial character because they
have weaknesses, moods, and eccentricities. These are sub-
tleties of characterization which I do not think the listene:fr
would object to if they did not injure her basic impressions,
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It is true that the listener is very insisten(|b
that her romantic heroine be a paragon of virtues, Hovjever,
I do not believe she would be greatly disturbed if that
heroine lost her temper on rare occasions, or bluntly told
an annoying suitor to let her alone. Perhaps some of the
V'.riters would even take the trouble to clarify the confusing
paradoxes in their characterizations and have that saintly
woman, Nora Drake, tell Dr. Ken hartinson to go back to his
wife where he belongs.
As far as the philanthropic characters are
concerned, it would be extremely gratifying to a firm be-
liever in the capitalistic system if just one Stella Dallas
or Ivla Perkins developed into a person of upper class back-
ground who also speaks grammatical English. Ljts. Barber in
One Kan ’ s Pamily speaks perfect English and is the wife of
a retired investment banker, and yet, she appears to be a
very kindly and admirable person.
On the other hand, I do not believe it would
be disastrous if a serial \vriter made one of his characters
a farmer or a factory worker. Medicine, the stage, iwriting,
and other important professions, are all very fine occupa-
tions, but there are some people who engage in business, too
Lum and Abner can make the v/ork around a general store seem
quite interesting at times, I do not see any reason why an
imaginative I'vriter could not venture av'/ay from the tried and
true corridors of a hospital and make a success of a serial
in which the main character is a salesm.an, for instance.
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The listeners might conceivably find the change of scene
refreshing
o
Precedents have been firm.ly established in
daytime serial writing. The listener has unequivocally as- *
serted herself, and her desires have been dutifully recorded
j
and observed by the sponsor and broadcaster. However, the
j
serial addict is no more inflexible and impeivious to change
and reform, than most other human beings. Assiduous and im-
|
aginative writing can improve the standards of daytime serial
All that is needed is a little speculative faith on the part
of the advertiser, the broadcaster, and the advertising
agency.
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